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Excellence Awards Given One Of Kentucky's
hrte s• bmitted lodging csn-
Mats.
The News has won •w•rds 'or out
sten 'I," ex eeeee ye•r 71E NEWBetter Weekly PapersTo News At Press Meet
The Fulton County News, competing with ten. 
flightnewspapers all over Kentucky received four
awards for excellence at the mid-summer meeting
of the Kentucky Press Asscciation held at Cumber-
land Falls State Park last week-end.
The newspaper won second place for the best
all-around newspaper in its circulati( n category.
Competition is based on content, make-up. general
news diversification and presentation and com-
munity service.
The News previously wen a first place award in
the best all-around newspaper cempetiticn.
In addition to the best all-around award the
News was presented with:
Second place for the best News photo-
Honorable mention for the best Feature story-
Honorable mention for the bes: conixnunity
service.
The best laid plans of mice and
men often o awry. No need to ex-
plain hut I will say though, that
something's gotta give, but soon
This Banana Festival business is
now a lull time Job, and that can
carry volunteer community service
just a little too tar.
--
I would venture to say that 90
percent of the calls coming into
the News office have something to
do with the Banana Festival. The
other calls can be traced to other
of our volunteer activities with a
small percentage attributable to
the normal business of running a
newspaper
This la not to say that our pure-
ly business calls are only inci-
dental, actually they are above
the average for a busy newspaper
and Yob printing office . it's just
that the number of calls we get is
way out of sight.
It is a sad commentary on our
affairs in general when our child-
ren hesitate to call us for fear of
interrupting some conversation
that doesn't begin to have the im-
portance in our lives that they do
It's like I said . . some changes
have gotta be made
For us the recital circuit is over,
at least for this year Mary Jo has
gotten to the stage in both piano
and dancing that she has studied
long enough to be presented to-
wards the end of the program now.
"roes a time when her little
fingers could barely span the key.,
and her little teet had real diffi-
culty staying out of each others
way. That's when she was among
the first on the program, but of
course we had to wait until the
last "star" had performed. Being
last means that we have to "en-
joy" all the preceding numbers un-
til her turn came along. The same
was true with R. Paul, who ako
took music and dancing.
Two weeks ago when Doris
Wiley presented her piano students
a young fellow by the name of
Mike Butts went with us. and hon-
estly I don't believe he had ever
been to a recital.
At first he seemed to be getting
along all right. Then. I saw him
fold the program In four . then
he folded it in eight and soon he
was just folding the program after
each number until he could just
look at one name at a time.
I almost flipped when, not bay-
ing my glasses, I asked him to tell
me where we were and he answer-
ed . . . "Just two more before we
can turn the fold." After that he
kept telling me how many more
until Mary Jo's number, which I
think made the affair a little more
bearable for him.
Several times during the pro-
gram he would whisper . . "You
can tell on the look of the people's
faces whose children have perform-
ed and whose have not."
When asked why, he said: "The
ones who keep looking at the pro-
gram are waiting for their student
to come up . . the ones who look
mad have already heard theirs."
That boy ain't got nothing but
brains.
Elsewhere in this issue you will
enjoy a story about the summer
program planned for the amphi-
theatre at Kenlake State Park. At
A press meeting Monday night at
Kenlake Hotel we got a sneak pre.-
vue of what is to be staged there.
'Continued on Page EIghtl
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Ifs Nue:Pon Tme At Popular City Park
Sarer Upl is heard many time% these days as the Twin Chios' Youth baseball season gots into h.gh gear
at both Ow City Park and the Kitty League Park. Here first baseman Steve Rees pitcher Mark Robey,
catcher D•l• Hawks, batter David Stokes and shortstop Dick Green go through a vigorous practice session.
Among eh* anlookates ors Manager James Robey and Assistred Manstgor Bill Groan.
The •rmored tank out at City Park is a co,..tant sour -5 st in'erest to in•nyhappy hours browsing around the ire.. Worn Hawks and Randy Forhus both ft.yders old, find the tanksomething "Gut of this world."
The following story, which occu-
pied a full page in the June issue
of "FAIRS AND EXPOSITIONS,"
one of the foremost publications
for community attractions in the
world, was contributed by Mrs.
Wilma Moss, a Union City public
relations consultant. Mrs. Moss is
asss,ciated with her daughter Marti
Eakin in the firm of Adere Ser-
vices. Mrs. Eakin is an advertising
representative of the Fulton New;
Shopper, Mrs. Moos delivered this
talk before the national associa-
tion's huge convention in C,icago.
Why are you paying your expen-
ses to come here to learn? It is
because you are very interested in
your fair and what it takes to make
it go. You want to ungrade your
fair which touches more people
than ay other single event that
happen; in your area during the
ye r. I think we can safely say
that for any fair. One of the most
(is-hating feature; at-out our
fairs, and the same thing applies
to all of the towns and cities in
our country, is that every one of
1',em has somethinv that is unique
,hcy are differert What is the
thing in your area that ;ets it apart
from other sections of the iountrs?
it donsn't have to be any great big
huge fantastic thing.
No Two Fa' Alike
If you have ever aor•ted oil a
cm.nittee to judge fairs,'-"
End no two are alike. There is no
basis on which you can judge fairs,
tecrtse they are completely dif-
ferent. They have one area of
similarity. They have got to be
oromoted but good if they are go.
:g to be a success
internationai Banana Fastivial
The International Banana Festi-
val is held in Fulton, Kentucky-
fennessee! How good is your geo-
graphy? The Kentucky-Tennessee
st.'te the goes through the town.
ponulation is 7.000. They are
about twenty minutes from the
Mississippi River. Imagine a tropi-
cal (elitist in thn hearland of the
U-tiled States. Sent of ii teresting,
,,r't nsw, these twin cities
Jones Hospital Is Closing With Record
Of Long And Dedicated Service To Area
by Jo Westphellng
The Federal Government's medical program for the
aged becomes effective on July first and at the sametime one of the general practitioners who kept themhealthy for more than 57 years will close his hospital.
Since July 1, 1943 Dr. David
Lonio Jones has maintained Jones
Hospital at the corner of Second
and Park Streets, but the stringent
requirements of the Medicare
program together with the antici-
pated, heavier patient load,
prompted the beloved physician to
close the hospital but use a por-
tion of the building as his office
and clinic. His wife, and a small
office staff will continue to be as-
suciated with Dr. Jones.
Having practiced medicine and
surgery for more than a half cen-
tury, transcending a long period
from the horse and buggy days of
general practice, to the most sen-
sitive and scientific phases of
modern medicine. Dr. Jones views.
the closing of his hospital with
mixed emotions,
"Although many of our staff
members will find employment in
the other local hospitals. I hate to
see people lose the jobs they have
loved and done so well," he said.
"Even though I hope to keep
seeing my patients, a doctor has a
special kind of dedication in being
with his patients every day and
taking care of them," he added.
This reporter might add that Dr.
Jones' patients will feel the de-
parture from their trusted phy-
sician more keenly than will he.
Dr. Jones, honored by the Ful-
ton County News and WFUL as the
Citizen of the Year in 1956, has a
career that reads much like the
story of Horatio Alger, the poor
young man who made a great suc-
cess and significant contribution to
modern times.
Dr. Jones is one of the ten
children of the late J. F. and Mary
Frances Golden Jones. lie grew up
on a farm near Fulton Ind at the
age of 13, when his father died in
1900, with his brothers, tended the
farm, working in the fields. He at-
tended the first five grades of the
old Roberts School and then en-
tered the old Menida Normal Col-
lege at Palmersville, where his
brother Wayne Jones was a proles-
Bor. Following his graduation froca
Magda, he took some courses al
Western State College in Bowling
Green, Ky., and then entered the
University of Tennessee School of
Medicine, where he was graduated
with high honors and was th?
youngest student in the class. He
is-as eleven days from 22 years old
when he graduated.
Having received the coveted
title of U. D., Dr. Jones came
back to Latham, where he opened
his office in the home of his bro-
ther Wayne. In this small rural
community Dr. Jones ran the
gauntlet in the practice of medi-
cine from general practice to sur-
gery.
His practice was interrupted for
military service during World War
I, when he served overseas with
the medical corps. Returning from
military duty, he did post gradu-
ate work in gynecology in Cook
County General Hospital in Chi-
cago. Following this special duty,
Allison Filing
For Full Term
As Commissioner
South Fulton City Commissioner
Harry Allison is expected to file
his papers Saturday in Union City
seeking a full term to the office
that he has held since June I, 1965.
Allison was appointed to fill the
unexpired term of Milton Counce,
who resigned the position to which
he was elected.
The South Fulton Commission
has petitioned that the election be
held on August 4 in connection
with the regular primary in Ten-
nessee.
Mr. Allison, a retired business-
man was manager of the local bus
station for six years. Prior to that
time he was associated with the
Firestone Rubber Company in
Africa.
Mr. Allison is not expected to
have any opposition in his race, al-
though there have been rumors
that at least two other South Ful-
Ionians may be considering seek-
ing the office.
Under the city manager form of
government for a municipality the
size of South Fulton three commis-
sioners are elected with the win-
ners naming the Mayor among
themselves. John Reeks, Rex Hud-
dle and Counce were the top vote-
getters and subsequently named
Counce a; Mayor. Huddle followed
Counce as Mayor.
The office of Magistrate is also
expected to be filled in the upcom-ing election. Mr. Counce is the en-
'Continued on Page Eight)
wanted to grow and they went to
work on the idea of getting a rea-
son—what could they promote?
They are 13 miles from the Obion
County Fair. They didn't have a
chance against the fair. They are
not close enough to the Mississippi
River to use that. On the other
side they have Kentucky Lake and
'he land ii a development area./low would you like to promote
that section of the country? Now
iicy had one thing that remained.
They are a rail center. For long
year, they have been a railroad
town, and the rumble of the bara aa
ears reminded them that they hail
son ,thing that wa:..lifferent. They.
sr, the Banana Crossroads of
rnerica. Bananas trom Central
Whitnel runeral Rome
Undergoes Expansion
The Whitnel Funeral Home has
undergone a major remodeling
and expansion program to the
chapel, Mr. and Mrs. Win Whitnel
announced today. They also an-
nounced that two staff members
are on duty day and night.
- Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton and
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Shelton have
been added to the funeral home
staff and hose become active in
the civic, social and religious life
of the community.
The Internal Revenue Service
said today that the mailing of
notices for the second installment
of the 1966 estimated tax is almost
complete.
G. C. Hooks, District Director of
Internal Revenue for Kentucky,
said that individual taxpayers who
filed declarations of estimated fed-
eral income tax must pay the sec-
ond installment of tax due on the
1966 estimate by Wednesday, June
15.
Mr. Hooks said that the mailing
of the June 15 notices to taxpayers
who filed declarations began last
week.
In some cases, Mr. Hooks said.
where the taxpayer has made an
error in his declaration, Form
1040ES, such as an incorrect or
omitted Social Security number,
there may be a delay of a few
days before he receives his notice.
and South America come into the
southern ports on banana boats
and they are loaded on rail cars,
and there are tremendous trains of
nothing but bananas. A lot of these
cars are shipped from New Or-
leans and Southern ports with no
hill of lading on them. When they
come to Fulton they are opened
for the first time.
A banana has to be kept at an
exact temperature, and when they
get to Fulton these cars are open-
ed for the first time and checked
I r temperature. They may have to
be heated, they may have to be
iced, but there these trains break
op. They are then shipped out,
he moved his office from the home
of his brother in Latham to nearby
Dukedom.
With a growing practice, Dr
Jones moved to Fulton in 1919 and
opened offices in the old Meadows
building. Soon after that he moved
to a suite of offices above the old
Farmers Bank building, which he
later purchased and which now
houses the beauty parlor of his
daughter, Mrs. Al/en Jones. It was
not long after he opened his Ful-
ton offices that his wife, the former
Miss Zeha Parish, died.' His only
son David also died during Dr.
Jones' early medical practice.
It will be exactly 23 years to the
day from the opening to the closing
of the present Jones Hospital, for
it was on July 1, 1943, that Dr.
Jones bought the present building,
intended for an apatrment house,
but which he remodeled into the
hospital facilities.
Dr. Jones said that closing the
(Continued on Pape Eight,
Dr. Poe Joining
Fulton Hospital
Staff July 1st
Dr. J. A. Poe, who has been as-
sociated with Dr. D. L. Jones at
Jones Hospital and Clinic for the
past 18 years, is moving his office
to the Fulton Hospital-Bushart
Clinic next month, he anounced
Monday.
Dr. Jones is closing the Jones
Hospital, effective July 1, but will
continue to practice, with his of-
fice at the same location.
At his new location, Dr. Poe will
be associated with Drs. Ward and
Glynn Bushart and Dr. R. T. Peter-
son.
Dr. Poe received his M. D. de-
gree at the University of Tenet-
see, Memphis, interned at Baro-
ness-Erlanger Hospital in Chatta-
stooge and had general practice
residency at the same hospital.
Following four years service in
the Army Medical Corps during
World War 11, two of which were
spent in the European theatre, Dr.
Poe began practice in Clinton,
Kentucky, in 1947. Two years later
be came to Fulton and has been
associated with Dr. Jones in Jones
Hospital since.
Dr. Poe's wife, the former Rubye
Boyd Alexander, is a native of
Fulton and they have three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Kenneth Bradley, Sara
Jane, a member of the 1966 grad-
uating class of Fulton High, and
Martha. a sophomore at Fulton
High.
Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, June 9, 1966
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
It's Not Fair To Indict Automobile Industry
For Mounting Toll Of Death On Our Highways
The automobile industry has
tome in for some rather hazardous
riding these past few months, what
with charges, countercharges and in-
vestigations regarding the safety or
unsafety of automobile transporta-
tion.
Having followed the story since
-Ralph Nader's book "Unsafe at any
Speed," appeared in the bookstores,
we have been appalled at Nader's
harsh allegations of the automobile
industry, as well as the insidious
tactics used to discredit Nader and his
book by certain members of the in-
dustry.
The automobile affair, together
with some other current investiga-
tions into the conduct of our law-
makers and military leaders is
enough to shake the faith of Mr.
Average Citizen in our American way
of life.
As each today moves inexorably
into tomorrow, we become more
grateful for a free press which ex-
poses these indiscretions; hoping be-
yond hope that some day the grass
roots leadership will rise up in arms
and take a stand for what they be-
lieve is right.
It is for this reason that we add
a small voice in the wilderness in de-
fending the automobile industry in
the seemingly categorical indictment
of carelessness in the manufacture of
automobiles. Adding the connotation
that the industry has little or no re-
gard for the safety of the millions of
people who own and operate automo-
biles is just too much!
It is obvious that some faulty ve-
hicles have reached the buying pub-
lic, lest the manufacturers would not
have recalled certain models for ad-
justment and correction. But to say
that an automobile is "unsafe at any
speed" is going beyond the realm of
reason and fairness. In the first place,
automobiles are not built for opera-
tion on a collision course; they're
built for transportation, some purely
functional, some luxurious.
A steering wheel on a vehicle is
just for that purpose; a dashboard is
built with equipment for conveni-
ence, function and mechanical opera-
tion of the car. Seat belts are a safety
measure, in the event of an accident;
they were not installed to test the im-
pact of a head-on collision caused by
some fool, hell-bent on speed and ir-
responsibility.
To suggest that the steering
wheel and the dashboard be so con-
structed so as not to crush the chest
of a driver in a collision is similar to
suggesting that a baby stroller be
equipped with power steering and
brakes for fear of a collision on the
playground. Demanding that wind-
shields be constructed of materials
that will keep a passenger or driver
from being decapitated in the event
of a collision is much like demanding
that we do away with picture win-
dows because some people parade
around the house in the nude.
In the many years that we have
"covered" stories concerning the
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ID,A[pCOR HEE
THINGS TO FORGET - AND REMEMBER
Forget each kindness that you do
As soon as you have done it;
Forget the praise that falls to you
The moment you have won it;
Forget the slanders that you hear
Before you can repeat them;
Forget each slight, each spite, each sneer,
Whenever you may meet them.
Remember every kindness done
To you, what e'er its measure;
Remember praise by others won
And pass it on with pleasure;
Remember every promise made
And keep it to the letter;
Remember those who lend you aid,
And be a grateful debtor.
Remember all the happiness
That comes your way in living;
Forget each worry and distress,
Be hopeful and forgiving.
Remember good, remember truth,
Remember heaven's above you
And you will find through age and youth
True joys, and hearts to love you.
— Sam Holly's Scrapbook
FULTON'S
jihraury Corruaeur
by Miss Jessie Orgain
One could philosophize about why
we laugh, but who cares about the
whys and wherefores of laughter?
Sometimes we laugh, and then we
don't. A fop comes down the street
with cane in hand, wearing spats
and a monocle He steps on a ba•
nano peel and falls sprawling on
,he walk. Everyone laughs. Let an
old woman come along and fall—
everybody runs to her assistance.
No one laughs. What is the differ-
(lice? Probably the background.
We do not care whether humorous
stories are classified under three
heads or twenty-seven; what we
want is the chuckle.
It has been said that 'when an
Englishman hears a story he
laughs three times: once to be po-
lite, again when it is explained to
him, then about a week later when
he sees the point. A German
laughs twice: once to be polite,
again when it is explained to him—
he never sees the point. A French-
man laughs once: he sees the
poiat immediately, An American
does not laugh at all—he has heard
tin story before.
When you need an amusing story
to enliven conversation. to hold at•
tention in speechmaking. to break
down sales resistance, or whether
you read to sharpen the wits and
exercke your risibilities, there are
peppery, bubbling stories in the
following books at the Fulton-
South Fulton Public Library.
The Encyclopedia of Wit. Humor,
and Wisdom compiled and edited
by Litewin B. Williams. This col-
lection contains more than 4,100
choice morsels of wit to meet the
needs of public speakers, ministers,
lawyers, toastmasters—in fact of
everjone who may at some time
be called upon to deliver a public
address, or who may want to Mu:-
Orate a point with humor in ordi-
nary conversation. These stories
offer practical help for many situa-
tions—to focus attention, to stimu-
late thought to amuse the sleepy,
to prick the conscience, to win ap-
plause, or to chase the blues away
—wherever a laugh is needed.
The Speaker's Encylemedia of
Humor edited by Jacob Braude.
This giant new anthology of humor
from the collection of Judge
Brande is a goldmine of material
for the speechmaker, the writer,
and the reader who appreciates a
genuinely funny story. Assembled
here are nearly 3000 jOwels of wit,
including: 1587 anecdotes, stories;'
and jokes; HMO comic definitions:
and 272 humorous toasts. Ranging
the gamut of topics from absent-
mindedness to youth this volume
covers every type of humor from
acid epigram to gentle irony, from
biting satire to the irreverent
"rib"-bringing into sharp relief the
(Continued en page Three)
Our
Christian
Heritage
The Liberal Clergy And Th.
Marxist Virus
By Dr. N. Burnett Magruder
"The time is come that Judgment
must begin at the house of God."
11 Peter 4:11)
In our last column, referenve
was made to the Insight of the late
former President Herbert Hoover
wiled he told • convention of Pres-
byterian laymen In New York City
in 1900 that our country is "plagued
with the infection of Karl Marx in
both the thinking of our people and
the affairs of government." He
said further that the real issue fac-
ing the United States is "the
spread of the Karl Marx virus."
Mr. Hoover also referred to the
ministers of America and declared
that "the clergy can perform a
great spiritual service to the
American people if they would
tear away the disguises and expose
the meaning, the ultimate conse-
quences, and the destinations of
this infection."
Unfortunately, both for the
church and for the nation, the
clergy of the country have not re-
sponded to this challenge of the
former president in undertaking to
tear away the disguises and the
falsefaces of Marxism, and the true
consequences of the infection have
not been examined and made plain
to the people. On the contrary,
what we have witnessed is a mas-
sive shift of strategy within the
Marxist movement in its approach
to the church which is more de-
ceitful and more deadly than the
approach during the thirties and
fortiheastW is the nature of this
change' Thirty years ago, the
Marxist movemement in America
faced the task of breaking down a
wall of opposition and unbending
hostility between the church and
the Communist movement At that
time, contact was made with many
of the intellectuals at the level of
the seminary and university with
the AIM of reconciling and making
an accommodation between Christ-
ian theology and the ideas, goals.
and activities of the world Com-
munist mosement. In other words,
an attempt wai made to baptize
Marxist ideas into the atmosphere
of the liberal church The arena
and the orbit in which these
changes were made came in the
-social action" phase of Protestant
and Catholic churches
This cultivation of the intellect-
uals of the Christian movement at
the level of seminaries had two
long range effects of disastrous
proportions. The ideas of class
warfare and class revolution be-
came working concepts of the li-
beral movement in the church, So-
cial action statements really had
much more to do with the gospel
of Karl Marx than they did the
Gospel of Mark. Another major re-
sult of this activity Was the fairly
wide involvement of liberal church-
men in a host of "disguised organi-
zations, fronts, and cults" which
were spawned and directed by a
(Cmtinuesi on Page Three)
Jun* 7, 1946
Joe Kasnow, well known merchant of Fulton, has
retired from business as a member of the L. Kasnow
firm and gone to St. Louis. His retirement was because
of ill health. He came to Fulton in January 1923 to join
his brother, Louis Kasnow, in the mercantile business.
Miss Beulah Palmer and Mrs. A. Grace received
their 20-year service emblems from the Southern Bell
Telephone Co., when a dinner was given in their honor
last week in Mayfield.
Several Fulton people attended the Shrine cere-
monial at Mayfield last week. Candidates from Fulton
were Dr. Glynn Bushart, Louis Kasnow and Harry.
Reaves. Others attending from Fulton were H. D. Stan-
field, Harry Potter, C. A. Stephens, R. E. Sanford, Dr.
J. L. Jones, Aaron Butts, Dr, R. V. Putnam, N. G. Cooke,
Bob White, Leon Browder, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Cowell
and Mr. and Mrs. Rube McKnight.
Mansfield Martin is building a new building on
Commercial Avenue and will open a business there at
a later date. . . The new building being constructed on
Church St. by the Grahams is now nearing completion.
This is a two-story brick veneer and will be occupied by
the Exchange Furniture Store . . . Ed Bennett, well-
known South Fulton business man, has a new building
under construction on the Martin Highway just back of
the cafe he formerly operated. It will be a two-room af-
fair, suitable for two store buildings . . . Kellie Lowe
and_Doc Adams are enlarging the wareroom of their
new concrete block plant in South Fulton. .. Right
across the highway from the block plant a new business
is going up. This will be a building 30x30 and lies ad-jacent to the railroad spur in Soth Fulton ... A new sub-
division in north Highlands is now under way. Lots are
being sold for residential purposes by Lowe and Bushart
. . Right across the highway Jack Foy is making some
improvements. He is building a tourist court west of his
lake and plans to erect a drive-out place.
From Crutchfield: Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kearby an-
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Frances, to
Mr. D. J. Murchinson, son of Mrs. J. T. Murchison of
Route 1, Fulton. The wedding will take place in June.
From Cayce: Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Bryant announce
the ina,fiage of their younger daughter, Dorothy, to
Robert-M. Byrd, which was solemnized Saturday after-
noon, May 25, in the Methodist parsonage at Union
City. Rev. W. K. Dickerson performed the single ring
ceremony. Robert is the son of Mrs. Byrd of Route 1,
Fulton.
From Fulton, Route Three: The foxes are so brazenin this neighborhood. They come to youi chicken house
and get a hen. Dean Williams saw one sotning out of his
with a nice hen. The old hard-luck farmer has our sym-pathy.
From Beelerton: Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.Al Whiteman on the birth of a daughter, Nancy Lee, in
Memphis. Mrs. Whiteman is the former Hilda Hicks ofthis community.
From Latham: Parents and teachers met at BibleUnion School last Tuesday and made a large quantity ofkraut for the lunch room.
slaughter on our highways, rare have
been the occasions when it has been
proven conclusively that the accident
was caused by faulty mechanism in a
vehicle. There have been some, sure,
but surely not enough to legislate
that our motor vehicles be construct-
ed cushioned inside and out, like a
first-class casket.
If automobile driving is unsafe at
any speed, as charged, then Detroit
should turn to making armored tanks
. . they travel slowly and, what's
more, if there is a collision, the occu-
pants are safely ensconced in an im-
penetrable fortress of steel.
Having travelled many a mile in
this half century of our life, we can
say, as most of you can, that highway
accidents are caused, in the main, by
speed, speed, speed . .. by irrespon-
sible drivers . . . by hazardous high-
ways. .. by drunken drivers .. . by
old and unsafe vehicles ... by devil-
may-care drivers. . . by incompetent
individuals . .. often by miscalcula-
tions of the driver. . by Acts of God
. .. by poor traffic signals .. . by a
hundred and one other instances.
The giant, rich automobile indus-
try certainly needs no defense from a
small newspaper like ours . . . but if
our readers are being mislead into be-
lieving that it is now necessary to
make your last will and testament
before driving and buying a car, just
take it from us—
The automobile industry didn't
get big because it has been selling
chances all these years. It's big be-
cause they have supplied the demand
for a modern public, and with good
results, we might add
If this were not so, how is it pos-
sible for individuals to drive the same
vehicle thousands and thousands of
miles, day after day, and still stay
alive. Both men in our composing
room, after reading the first proof of
this editorial, pointed out to us that
their automobiles have a combined
total of 216,000 miles on the speedo-
meters.
Both agreed that the cars are in
excellent working order, "and
wouldn't swap them in for brand new
ones." Both men live several miles
away from the office. If our memory
serves-they have never been tardy or
absent because the old faithful ve-
hicle came up with a defective part
after so many years.
"The automobile industry might
be at fault," one of them said, "to
make the speed-o-meter read up to
120 miles, because there are a lot of
fools," he said "who just want to try
that speed at the cost of his life and
everybody else's, too." That's sound
reasoning and a good point for the
automobile industry to consider.
SEASONS
Four Seasons fill the measure of
the year; There are four seasons in
the mind of man.
— John Keats
Over the glaciers of winter the
summer glows.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Spring unlocks the flowers to
paint the laughing soil.
— Reginald Heber
The Night is mother of the Day,
The Winter of the Spring.
— John Greenleaf Whittier
Action may not always bring
happiness; but there is no happiness
without action.
— Benjamin Disraeli
•
Local Delegates
To Attend Meet
Of Presbyterians
The 136th General Assembly of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will meet in Memphis June
15-20. The Assembly last met in
Memphis in 1952.
Meeting simultaneously will be
the First Convention of Cumber-
land Presbyterian Women. The
Women of the Church have always
met in conjunction with the Gen-
eral Assembly, but were formerly
called The Missionary Convention.
They became officially known as
Cumberland Presbyterian Women
on January 1, 1966.
Rev and Mrs. W. W. Kitterman
and Mr4. T. E. Wilson will be of-
ficial delegates - from the Fulton
church, and other members will
'attend at various times during the
Assembly.
Rev. Kitterman is a representa-
tive of the Board of Trustees of the
Church's children's home, and
Mrs. Keterman and Mrs. Wilson
are delegates to the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women's Convention.
The Assembly will be held in the
Idlewild Presbyterian Church and
will be called to order by the retir-
ing moderator, the Rev. Alexander
Thomas Forester, pastor of the
First Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Fresno, California.
During the Assembly the com-
missioners will hear and act on re
ports and recommendations from
the boards, agencies, departments,
permanent and special committees
of the church and on resolutions
from the presbyteries. The key
issue will be the question of mer-
ger with other denominations. On
Friday evening, June 17, members
will participate in the 150th anni-
eeriery celebration of the Ameri-
can Bible Society, The Reverend
Dr. John H. McCombe, Executive
Secretary for Church Relations of
the American Bible Society, New
York City, will speak.
(Continued from page Two)
funny side of just about everything
under the sun.
Christian Heritage—
(Continued from peg* Two)
Communist-motivated people. This
is the manner in which the Marxist
movement achieved its foothold
and its strategic influence in the
circle of ecclesiastical organize.
lions.
Laugh Day by Bennett Cert. The
author is the foremost of modern
story-tellers (and story-listeners).
In this fine volume he has collect-
ed over 1,000 of the liveliest anec-
dotes he has told—and heard—In
his travels all over the world, and
In his multiple careers as lecturer,
publisher, columnist, and T. V.
star. This is a collection for anyone
who wants to read a good story it
is also a wonderful handbook—his-
tory, animals, sports, professions,
religion, and the military are just
• few of the categories—for any-
one who wants to tell a good story.
Be sure to stop by the library
and pick up these books to brighten
Your daily routine of living, or to
help in preparing your speeches.
At any rate, your spirits will be
lifted if you read these books awl
others like them on the library
shelves,
The library staff and board mein-
tiers would like to thank Mr. Jerry
Atkins for donating seven new
shrubs to the library grounds.
These shrubs will help make our
building more attractive and we
are deeply grateful to Mr. Atkins.
Bill Passes
U. S. Representative Carl D.
Perkins, of Hindman, has notified
Kentucky Library officials that the
Library Services and Construction
Act passed the House of Represed
halves by a 336 - 2 vote Thursday,
June 2. Debate on the Bill lasted
less than two hours, and attempts
to cut authorization failed over-
whelmingly.
Kentucky Department of Library
officials, in a statement Thursday,
expressed their gratitude for the
hundreds of letters that Library.
minded Kentucldans have written
to their Congressmen in urging
their support of the Library Sir.
vices and Construction Act. Rep-
resentative Perkins was especially
recognized for his untiring efforts
on behalf of the bill.
Kentucky Libraries stand to reap
great benefits from this bill.
Nonetheless, there remained a
substantial resistance to such ac-
tivities whenever they were
brought to light. Today, thirty
years later, we are faced with a
dangerous and difficult situation,
mainly because the strategy of the
Communists has changed and the
people generally are. unaware of
this change. Instead of depending
on small fronts and social action
groups which are clearly labeled
as left-wing and thereby under a
certain amount of suspicion and
distrust by the people, the action
is now centered in the heart of the
denominational apparatus. For ex-
ample, a few years ago the cause
to admit Red China to the United
Nations and to grant diplomatic
recognition by the United States
was highly disapproved and was
sponsored by a fairly small group
of articulate clergymen. Today the
situation is entirely changed. Is-
sues such as recognition of Red
China, trade with Communist
countries, opposition to Congres-
sional investigations, have become
the working concepts not of small
social action groups, but rather of
the official conventions, assem-
blies of the churches themselves.
In other words, to use Herbert
Hoover's terminology, instead of
exposing the infection and com-
bating it, liberal church leaders
have succeeded in getting the in-
fection adopted in the agenda of
church bodies.
The power and influence of
church lobbying on Capital Hill for
these kind of legislative goals has
now been recognized by the na-
tional press. The National Observ-
er, July 13, 1961. in a comprehen-
sive article on church influences in
Washington, pointed out that it
was religious pressure which "kill-
ed the proposed school prayer
amendment. Priests, ministers,
and rabbis whose faces are fa
miliar in the Halls of Congress
have joined Walter Reuther's citi-
zens committee on poverty." The
article further stated that "the
church in coming months will
beam its voice onto a stronger
frequency on such issues as for-
eign aid, immigration and disarma-
ment." While these headings may
sound relatively innocent and un
beguiling, it actually means that
the church lobby has become a
vital factor in proposals of radica
disarmament, appeasement of the
Communists, drastic revision of
immigration controls and above
all, constant criticism of the securi-
ty apparatus of government, par
ticularly the House of Un-Ameni
can Activities and the Senate In-
ternal Sub Committee. On top of
all this, the radical movement of
civil disobedience, disrespect for
law enforcement officials and po-
lice, and encouragement of con
verting the racial revolution to a
far reaching attempt to "destroy
the power structure" has created
a climate which threatens violence
and disorder all across the nation.
Organized church action is, there-
fore, • major factor in the attempt
to convert America from an orderly
Constitutional society into a semi'
Marxist state in which the itule of
anarchy replaces the rule of law.
flat is why the Scriptures say
that judgment must first begin in
the House of God. If Christianity
is to discharge its historic function
in American life at the present
time, we must heed the warning of
former President Herbert Hoover
and recover the power of the
Christian faith. This can only be
done by stating clearly and withou
compromise that the Gospel of
Jesus Christ cannot be reconciled
with the gospel of Karl Marx, and
that there can be no accommoda-
tion and co-existence between
Christ arid militant atheism. This
is the issue, and in this battle let
us recall the words of Scripture
that "Christ must reign until all
enemies are put under Ms feet."
Penylketonuria, commonly
known as PKU, is a metabolic di-
sease which can result in mental
retardation unless treated soon af-
ter birth. The Kentucky State
Health Department provides test-
ing for the disease for new-born in-
fants
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
• Church with a simple motto - Service.
• Mission Work Taking the ringing command of Jesus: "Go
ye into All the world," Matt. 18:19. Ready to help any in need,
Adventists work in ltig countries of the world, is preaching in
about 928 languages. Yearly Foreign Missions offerings are $18,-
733,101.
• GeorPeieighbor Program - In North America about 8 million
hours was donated by laymen through 2,762 Health and Welfare
centers and Units.
• Educational Program - Adventists believe strongly in Re-
ligious Liberty and the fundamental principle of "separation of
church and state."
• Medical Ministry - Jesus spent most of hia ministry healing
the sick and helping others. Adventists feel to be truly Christian
(Christ following) is to do likewise, thus a large medical program
is carried on by the church.
• Contributions and Finance - Obviously it costs a great deal
to operate a worldwide program such as this Offerings last year
amounted to $118 million. The tithe was $69 million of this.
• Membership - there are 1,500,000 baptized adult church
members. The U. S. membership amounts to 364,666 adult bap-
tized members, although in the last U. S. census almost 2.000,000
persons listed themselves as Seventdday Adventists or as their
church preference.
• The Message -The Adventist church is truly Protestant and
Christian. They believe in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, pre-exist-
ed with God the Father, for our sake born of a virgin, lived as a
man among men, died on the cross as a complete atonement for
our sins, rose again the third day, and ascended into heaven.
• All Welcome - The Adventist church doors are alway• open
to all, no matter of what church, creed or race. The Fulton church
welcomes any from this community to come and worship with
them. Church services are Saturday: Sabbath School at 9:30;
Worship service at 11:00; Prayer Meeting Tuesday 7:90 p. m.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm II Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Caraways,
208 Main $t., Pullen Office nom 472-139
E. W. James & Son Supermarkeb
HIckm•n, Ky. Onion City, Tem.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hornbeak Funeral HOMO
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1411
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"Ti.. Itexall Store
Lake Street Dial 4714411
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Souvenirs xcellent Pled
Private dining for 2.50
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac end Rambler Daimler
101 W. State Line Phone 479427/
Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio, 218 Commercial Ave.
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SOCIAL SECURITY
Department of Information
(Editor's Note: This is the sec-
ond in a series of articles by Char-
les Whitaker, social security dis-
trict manager in Paducah, on how
medicare will work when it begins
'n July. The information is based
n "Your Medicare Handbook," the
!uide that will be issued to all
nedicare beneficiaries during
tune. You may want to clip and
discuss this article, so as to be
fully informed about medicare.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
June' 8th:
JONES HOSPITAL
Jim Brundige, Route 3, Martin;
Mrs. Erean Williams, Ray Collier,
Fulton, Mrs. Jo Faulkner, Union
City.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Vernon Robey, Mrs. Jack
Bay. Lula May Thorpe, Mrs. Mel-
ee Choate. Mrs. Susie Hillman,
Mrs. Ola Rimbell, Henry Under.
wood. Mrs. Lithe B. Covington, Ann
Barnett. Mike Pulley, Mrs. Aaron
Ward and baby, Fulton; Mrs. Dave
Winfrey. Mrs. Dwight Hart and
baby, Tom Dame, Mrs. Dewey
Ellis. Anita Hopkins, Phyllis Alex-
ander, South Fulton; Mrs. Frank
llaubold, Route 2, Fulton; Isaac
Ebert. Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
l.oyd Henderson. Thomas Hicks,
Crutchfield. Carl Burge. Mayfield;
Mrs. Arnold Work, Dukedom: Max
Roper. ilickman; Mrs. Charles
Hornsby, Dresden; Mrs. Carlisle
Anise, Water Valley; Mrs. Beulah
Humphreys, Clinton; Mrs. Cletis
Archer, WIngo.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Wilburn Holloway. Mrs. Addle
McDade, Mrs. Harold Vaughn. Ful-
ton; Mrs. William Cruse and baby,
Mrs. Dorothy Walker, Mrs. Dora
Kibbler. Mrs. Harold Martin. South
Fulton; Mrs. A. G. Campbell, Mrs.
.1. B. Barclay, Route 4. Fulton;
Mrs. V. A. Bowden, Dukedom;
'Irs. Edward Benedict, Will Mont-
. imery, Clinton; Mrs. Fred
;'Neal, Clinton Route; Mrs. Vester
.Fins, Route 1, Clinton: Walton
nith, Route 3, Clinton; Mrs. Ver-
ae Byrd. Crutchfield: Mrs. Attie
Roberts. Mrs. J. C. Stephens, Wa-
fer Valley; Mrs. Thomas Cole,
Route 2, Water Valley; John
Peeler, Route 1, Hickman; Miss
Hilda Latta. Mrs. Jim Gore,
Route 1, Wingo; W. L. Phillips,
Route 3, Martin.
ASSIFIEll ADS
WE HAVE MOVED to our new
location on Broadway. South Ful-
ton: "The Little Red House". Our
new phone number is 479-1864.
S. P. Moore and Company.
FOR SALE - Old fashioned wall
telephones, perfect condition, rea-
sonable. Call or write Mrs S. A.
Mason, Bardwell, Kentucky, phone
628-5437.
FOR SALE Conn saxophone.
Like new. If interested call
472-1600.
TV ANTENNAS! We Install —
Trade-repair and move Get stir
srices We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and electric floor polisher
sod electric vacuum cleaner, Ex-
isange Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FITRN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky,
1  Storm DoorsSiding-RoofingAwniDIAL 472-1997Insul•HonWindowsFHA To. :isTWIli CITY HOMEIMPROVEMENT CO.400 Main RIP Taylor
--- 1eME111114
The people in the social security
office are ready to answer any
questions you may have.)
By: Charles M. Whitaker
District Manager
HOSPITAL INSURANCE
UNDER MEDICARE
There are two types of health in-
surance under medicare: hospital
insurance, which helps pay for
certain covered hospital and hos-
pital-related services; and medical
insurance, which helps pay your
doctor bills.
You may receive services cover-
ed by medicare's hospital insur-
ance in a participating hospital,
an extended care faeility Is skilled
nursing home or a special part of
a hospital), or in your home from
a home health agency such as the
visiting nurses association. The
doctor or person arranging for
these services for you will know
whether an institution or agency is
participating in the program.
To participate in the medicare
program, hospitals, extended care
facilities and home health agencies
must meet specified standards
which demonstrate that they pro-
vide high quality health care, In
addition they must agree not to
charge the medicare beneficiaryfor services paid for by the pro-
gram and they must abide by Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act, which
prohibits discrimination based on
race, color, or national origin.
Hospital insurance payments willbe made directly to the hospital or
other organization furnishing the
services, by one of the organize-
! -ns, such as Blue Cross or a pri-
vate insurance company. designat-
ed to handle such claims. You
show your health insurance card
when you are asked about payment
arrangements by a hospital, ex-tended care facility, or home health
agency. For example, if you go to
a hospital, you will ordinarily
show your health insurance card
when you are admitted and will
probably be asked to sign a form
:he hospital can use to make its
claim for payment.
You will be notified wheneverpayment has been made for ser-
vices you have received The notice
will show the number of days of
care you have left in that "spell ofillness" or the number of homehealth visits still available.
SPELL OF ILLNESS
Benefits under the hospital in-
surance program are paid during
a certain period of time, called a
-spell or illness." This does not
refer to any particular illness you
may have, nor does it refer to a
single stay in a hospital or extend.
ed care facility.
Your first "spell of illness" be
on the first day (after June30, 1966) you receive covered hos-pital or extended care services. It
ends when you have not been in
any hospital or extended care fa-
cility for 60 consecutive days. Then
a new "spell of illness" can beginthe next time you receive coveredhospital or extended care services.
Most people will not have tobother about trying to keep the de.tails of this rule in mind. Usually,if you enter a hospital or extendedcare facility, you will not stay long
enough to use all of your benefits.When you use hospital or extended
care benefits, the Social SecurityAdministration will keep track ofyour "spell of illness" for you andgive you information on how many
"benefit" days you have left.
The next article will describewhat services are covered whenyou go to a hospital.
Newbern School
Finds Jobs
For Graduates
Students who began training atthe State Area 'Vocational
-Techni-cal School in Newbern when it be-gan last year are now enjoying ex-
cellent job placement. Draftingand Office Occupations were thefirst departments to open and with-in a short time all of these students
will have acquired the necessary
skills and knowledge to hold goodlobs. Many have already accepted
various positions. Just this week,six of the drafting students accept-ed jobs with Lockheed IndustrialProducts in Atlanta, Georgia.With this job placement, thereare now' more openings in some ofthe clasies at the Vocational
school and more applications are
available in the school office.
Remember Our Bays In Viet Ham
DEATHS
L. D. Dedmon
Funeral services for Ded-
mon were held Tuesday afternoonin Whitnel Funeral Home chapel
with Rev. John Bradley and Rev.
J. R. Hamlin officiating. Interment
was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Mr. Dedmon, BS, a retired Obion
County farmer, died Monday morn-
ing in the Fulton. Hospital. He re-
sided on Route 2, Fulton. and was
a member of Chapel Hill Metho-
dist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Maude Ferguson Dedmon of Ful-
ton; one sister, Mrs. Lily Hender-
son, Route 2, Fulton; one brother.
Luther Dedmon of East St. Louis;
five grandchildren, Mrs. Tommy
Scearce, Mrs. Patricia Ann Moore.
Allen Dedmoa, Jimmy Dedmon
and Kyle Dedmon, and one great
grandchild, Bruce Scearce.
Samuel Arrington
Samuel Arrington, Route I.
Crutchfield, died Sunday. Funeral
services were held Tuesday after-
noon in the Hopkins di Brown Fun-
eral Home chapel in Clinton, withburial in Harmony Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Daisie Arrington; two daughters.
Mrs. Larry Scott of Fulton and
Mrs. E. E. Mason of New York:two sons, Roy Arrington of UnionCity and Sam J. Arrington of
Texas; three brothers Robert Ar-
rington of Fulton; W. R. Arring-ton of Taylor. Texas andw P. L
Arrington of Ohio; one sister.Mrs. J. M. Winter of Memphis, andfour grandchildren.
Virgle Bruce
Virgle Bruce. of Lynnville, died
at his home Sunday morning, fol-lowing a long illness.
Mr. Bruce. 7S, was born 'inGraves County, the son of the lateJim and Louanna Fuller Bruce.Ile was a member of the Lynnville
Methodist Church, where funeral
services weer held Tuesday after-
noon, with Rev. Clovis Kemp andRev. Harold Irvan officiating.Burial was in Lynnville Cemetery,
with arrangements in charge ofJackson Funeral Home of Duke-dom.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs. Doll
Bruce; one son. James Bruce, and
one daughter. Mrs. Roy Griffith,both of Lynnville: one half-sister.NIrs. Frank Harrison. Route 1,Lynnville: three grandchildren.three great grandchildren and sev•
eral nieces and nephews.
Harwood Infant
Funeral services were held Monday afternoon in Hornbeak Fan
eral Home chapel for the infantd. ughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Harwood of Fulton. with BrotherVonn Fortner, minister of the
Smith Street Church of Christ, of.flr:ating. Burial was in Oak GroveCemetery. The infant was stillhorn Sunday night.
In addition to her parents, she is
airvived by one brother. Russell
Dean Harwood: grandparents, Mr
and Mrs. Russell Farris and bean
Harwood of Fulton; great grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nel-
son, Mrs. Leona Farris, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Harwood of Fulton and
Mrs. Fay Wade of Denver, and an
uncle, Tommy Harwood of Fulton.
L 111. Pei • areasido
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON NEW CFIRIST1AN SCIENCE 'CHURCH CENTER"ii..ge• of land daemon Imre initiated hoe • let the expanded ISerre kndoomtem of 1:11r1.1tele Se ifine• as members tetheredfrom mound the world for their Annual blasting in 1'b. Mother (botch:" shown in the renter of dile phtoolna model Nevi detail.in die plan by I. Id, Pei 11 Auseimes call ler • Islock-letag reflecting pool covering an endergrotind ors" a 36-story Church A daliniStril•dee Badding (lower right, Mihodulled ter eompletiou ins 19691, and more space ter auxiliary Imilitire is the long colonnaded boiiriabtextending hi the right e4 the edgiest) chords. Al.. pictured me the existing Publiehleg Ileum w and proposed ne apartametlap serroundlog sbe Ceneer.
GETTING READY FOR FESTIVAL VISITORS, that's what.the folks atlb: News else are doing. Here Marvin Garrison is painting up the frontof the News building, across from lisa F•stiv•I office (former Me•ch-
•m's market) so Its• visitors will see • nice neat thorousigM•re. A Newsphotographer will go • round soon "snmseirsg ether "spruce-uplobs." You'd better star' y.:ur Festival beautifying now . . . it's leerthan you :sirk.
• ,Let's Beautl..y Twin Cities
William Weatherspoon —
Funeral services for William
Weatherspoon of Clinton were held
last Sunday afternoon at Moore's
Chapel Church in Clinton, with
Rev. Floyd Jones and Rev. W. 0.Cain officiating. Burial was in the
Clinton Cemetery.
Mr. Weatherspoon, 57, died inthe Obion County General Hospitallast Friday morning.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lo-
rene Weatherspoon; four sons,
Bobby Gene and Willis, both ofGary, Ind., Tommy Dean of Ko-komo, Ind.. and James of Dover,
Del.; one briner, Bethel Weather-
spoon, and-one sister, Mrs. Lonnie
Williams, both of Clinton, and
eleven grandchildren.
Mrs. Sallie Greer
Mrs. Sallie Cleve Greer died last
Saturday in the Clinton-Hickman
County Hospital, following a longillness. Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, with Rev.
James Cotham officiating. Burial
was in New Chapel Cemetery.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
J. U Barclay of Clinton; three
sons, Waymon Greer of Route 2,
Clinton, Taylor S. Greer of East St,
Louis, Ill., and Fred Greer of
Tower Hill. III.; a foster son, Nor-
man Taylor of North Carolina, ten
grandchildren and six great grand-
children,
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
%Ira Cares 'Holds
annonl Homecoming at New Se-
em Raptist Church was well at-
'ended the past Sunday. with Sun.
Jay School opening at 10 a in.
rhe worship service at eleven,
with Rev. Russell Rodgers, pastor.
filling the pulpit Many vi,itors
came this way. A bountiful lunch
was spread at noon on long tables
on the church grounds. In the af-
ternoon all singers met in the
Auditorium for gospel singing. The
McKenzie Quartet was featured.
Sam Mathis was the MC for the
afternoon. Other well known sing-
ers from over a seat area look
part in the program. It was a fine
day for Pastor Rodgers and he
,Lid the church invite each to come
Again and keep in mind it's the an.
noel date for the church home-
coming.
News reached an that Mrs. J.
Lawrence McClain passed away
yriday night in Los Angeles, Calif.,
After a long illness at the home of
'ler children. Mr. and Mrs Rex
'-'rields. She hart resided there for
'f• rind year The community has
,,•A one of our moo beloved citi-iens. She was 86 years of age and
spent most of her entire life here,
tea, a Baptist of strong faith and
onviction. She is oars iced by two
-lcithters. Mrs. Pansy Stafford
.ind Mrs. Rex Frields. both of
california; two sons. W L. (Bud)AcClain of Palmersville and Bee
McClain of Union City, seven
,randehildren and two gnat
•randchildren. Funeral services
were held at New Salem Baptist
church Monday afternoon at two,
with Rev. L, W. Carlin of Paducah
and Rev Russell Rodgers, the
church pastor 130W1111 Mortuary of
Dresden had charge of all ar-
rangements Interment was in Me.
Guise Cemetery near State Line
Road. We extend heartfelt sym
paths to all the bereaved ones.
It is Tom Stephenson who I.building a modern new house onis farm, District No. and this
alder begs pardon to the owner I
n.ede a report last week, stating it
o AS Charles Stephenson who isbuilding a nice home in our midst
Mrs. Dave Mathis remains aboutthe same at her home in our Yd.lege She suffered quite a bit most
of last week.
Mr and Mrs. John Smoot, May-field, his sister. Miss BeatriceSmoot of Akron ,and Mrs. LizzieSmoot spent Sunday with Grant
Bynum of Dresden It was a nice
vi :it for each in the Bynum home.
where Southern hospitality is
abundant.
Mrs John Mitchell isn't quite so
well the past week and is abed
most of the time. We hope she willimprove very soon.
Mrs Inez Vincent is visiting
with her sister, Mrs. Grover True.
and Mr True nearby this village,Mr and Mrs W D. Brown and
children, of Paducah, are movingthis week to Tullahoma, Tenn.,
where W. D secured employment
a few months ago at the AEDCplant. The Brown family wereformer residents of Dukedom sec-tion. Mrs. Brown is the daughter
of 5frs. Aeiful McClain and the latetithe McClain. Dukedom, and
Brown was employed at Peflucah
Atomic Plant for the past severalyears.
l•IINRAVII GETS B. A.
Bill Unease, son of Mr and
Mrs.' Alex Lenease of Fulton, re-
ceived the Bachelor of Arts degreefrom Southwestern at Memphialast Monday, June 6 lie was abiology major and a member ofAlpha Tau Omega social frater.nity.
Tool/ Say they're clanclowil
BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE REG RESTAURANTLake Street 14Z. FRIAQS44,1"
litelPeef
FINS-QUALITY
MOTOROLA
POI TABU
RADIOS
8-Transistor
Pocket
rortatl3
• 11/4" sp•olterl
• 4 cola,.
• Earphone, carrying rate,
batteries included
S17..95
one
Portable with
Powerful
Performance
• 11-transhfor cha.sts, 4' tpeoker
• works on bestfitri•I oe AC house
curr•nr .rith Motorola Pourer $upply
(optional, •ntral
$27.95
Motorola's
Finest FM/A:11
Portable
• Wert.. on boner.. co. C heves tu,r '
• 10.tron•I•toe she ss i ss spool....
• Toned 111` stag• and AfC on Fete
• Genuine Moth./ cot.
$74.95
Now Open In Our New Location
US 45-51 By-Pass West Parkway, Fulton, Ky.
See our "Largest Assortment Ever" of 0 Black & White TV
• Color TV • Radios • Automobile Tape Players
Next to Airlene Gas Co.
WADE TELEVISION
Prompt TV Repair Service, All Makes — Antenna Repairs — Auto Radio Repairs
TELEPHONE 472-3462
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Dudley Morris
In Travelogue
At B&PW Meet
Dudley Morris was the guest
speaker at the Business and Pro.fesaional Women's Club meetingheld Tuesday night at The Derby,
entertaining the group with an ac-
count of his travels during the
'ears.
Three guests were present, Miss
Mary Moss Hales, I. M. Jones and
Ivan Jones. Mrs. Jack Speight was
welcomed as a new member.
The new president, Mrs. Ruth
Scott, was in charge of the meet.ing. Reports were given by Mr,.
Lorene Harding and Mrs. Ramelle
Pique on Governor Breathitt's
presentation luncheon meeting in
Lexington recently on "Status ofWomen", at which time the state
chairman of the committee pre-
sented the Governor with her re-
port
Mrs. Jewell • McClain reported
that the names of Miss Cleta Beggs
and Mrs. Kay Morris Robbins
have been submitted ay candidates
for the Young Woman of the Year
in the state.
A brief report of the state con-
vention. held in Lexington last
week end, was given by Mrs.
Barnette Pigue.
Mrs. Jo Westpheling brought the
club up to date on the Banana
Festival activities, after which
there was some discussion about
what project the club could under-
take this year to assist.
Mrs. Willie Rice, Mrs. Lorene
Harding and Mrs. Jo Westpheling
re hostesses for the meeting.
Annual Meet
Of Methodists
Now In Session
The Memphis Annual Conference
of The :Methodist Church is holding
its 178th session on the campus of
Lambuth College on June 8.11.
The annual meeting opened at 11
a m Wednesday with a memorial
service and closes at noon Satur-
day following a service of Holy
Communion.
Bishop H. F.Ilis Finger, Jr., resi-
dent bishop of the Nashville. Area
of The Methodist Church. is pre.
siding over the conference. '
The conference preacher will be
Bishop Fred Pierce Corium, real'
dent bishop of Methodism's Phila-
delphia Area. Bishop Corson will
speak several times during the
conference.
Bishop Finger will deliver a ser-
mon at the Friday night session.
The conference': boards, com-
missions. committees and Institu-
tions will make their annual re-
ports at the meeting, which will be
attended by clergy and lay dele-
gates from the conference's 540
churches.
Personal hosts for the meeting
will be Dr H. J. Burkett. district
superintendent of the Jackson Dis-
trict ,and Dr. James S. Wilder, Jr.,
Lambuth president.
The college will honor Mrs. Fin-
feral a tea during the conference.
Conference sessions will be held
in the college's Memorial Chapel.
Ministerial appointments for the
new conference yeaw will be read
at the closing session.
Miss Lynn Bushart Reveals Her
Wedding Plans To Robert Hyland
Miss Mary Lynn Bushart, who will this monthbecome the bride of Robert Walton Hyland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emmett Hyland, is today an-
nouncing her wedding plans.
The wedding will take place at five o'clock inthe.afternoon, Saturday, June 18th, at the FirstMethodist Church, with the Reverend William T.Barnes reading the marriage vows.
A program of nuptial music will be providedby John C. Winter, organist, Murray State Univer-sity and Mrs. Rodney A. Miller, soprano.
The bride will be given in marriage by herfather, Dr. Robert Ward Bushart. Mrs. RichardCardwell, sister of the bride, will attend her as ma-tron of honor. Dr. John L. Hyland of Owensboro,brother of the groom, will serve as best man.
The bridesmaids will be: Mrs. James S. Haagof Lexington, Mrs. Donald Lockhart of Louisville,Misses Cathy Hyland, sister of the groom, andNancy Bushart, Gail Bushart and Merideth Miller,cousins of the bride.
Susan Lynn Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Rodney A. Miller, and namesake of the bride willserve as flower girl. Paul Hyland, son of Dr. andMrs. John L. Hyland and nephew of the groom willbe ring-bearer.
The groomsmen will be: Ward Bushart, TomBushart, brothers of the bride, Richard Cardwell,brother-in-law of the bride, Jim Bushart, cousin ofthe bride, John Schwerdt and Jim Newton.
Mr. Clanton
Clinton Native
Promoted By
Southern Bell
William H. Claxton has been pro-
moted by Southern Bell Telephone
Company to general personnel re-
lations supervisor in Louisville lie
took over his new duties on June
1.
• .Claxton is a native of Clinton,
Kentucky. He has been with South.
ern Bell since 1957, when he start-
ed as a studentengineer. He has
held subsequent positions in the
Traffic and Plant Departments and
entered the Personnel Department
in 1961
Claxton is a graduate of Coium.
Ina Military Academy in Columbia.
Tennessee, and was graduated
from Murray State University in
1957.
He is married to the former Car-
olyn F. Daftary of Tehran. Iran.
They have two children.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Whitnel Funeral Home is pleased to an-
nounce that we have enlarged and completely re-
decorated our chapel for your comfort and conveni-
ence.
Two staff ri- t mbers are on duty day and night
to give you prompt, efficient and courteous ambu-
lance service.
We feel that we are better equipped than ever
to continue our high quality of service. We appre-
ciate and will continue to appreciate your confi-
dence n us.
We are delighted to have Mr. and Mrs. James
Shelton and Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Shelton as mem-
bers of our staff.
Phone 472-2332
Margaret and Win Whitnel
NEW 1410•SOUTH FAIR MAN:
AGER-7. Wilson Sparks. assisf•rd
rnen•ger of the Florida State Fair
T•mipa, will weam• thei genera
man•gninnt of th• Fair.in 14•m1,his, Dec. I, OM. Jo. pas-
Itin. President of the F•ir. an-
on:unwed. Is is simc•Hling H. W.
"tiff" Wynne, who will leave M•nophis In December In take over the
management of the Eastern Statesposition in Springfield, Mass.Mr. Sparks iiE work will. Mr.Wynne through the 1944 Mid-SouthFair, th• dates of which are Sep-tember 2) -October I.
A native of Corinth, M' 
Mr. Sparks is a gr•duate of Minis-
sippi State University and receivedhis Master's Degr•• from the Uni-
versity of Florida.
Murray Summer
Session Expects
Big Enrollment
Graduate enrollment at Murray
State University is expected to be
so heavy this year a new system
has been adopted for the ses.don
opening June 13th.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, Dean of
the Graduate School, today outlin-
ed the new procedures. He said
graduate students would be assign.
ed a time to register according to
reverse alphabetical order. The
registration center will be the ball-
room of the Student Union Build-
ing. Graduate students will not be
admitted to the ballroom except at
approximate 15 minute intervals
begininng with Z at 8,30 a. m. CST
and working back to A at about
2:30 p. m. Students may register
at any time after their designated
time but not before. This system
has been in use for undergraduates
for several years.
Registrar Wilson Gantt stated
registration packets will be avail-
able in the Little Chapel of the
Administration Building beginning
Thursday, June 9 and thereafter as
well as at 800 a. m. on Monday,
June 13.
120,750 ACRES SPRAYED
The Kentucky Agriculture De-
partment's Division of Pest and
Noxious Weed Control in 1965
sprayed 120,750 acres for the con-
trol of the Salt Marsh mosquito.
ONE OUT OF FOUR
Poor water supplies and disease
are inseparable. One hospital bed
oat of four in the world is occupied
by a patient who is ill because of
polluted water, according to the
Kentucky State Health Depart-
ment.
Mrs. Stephen Rowan Little
Patricia Carol Freeman Is Married
To Stephen R. Little In Jackson
In a ceremony held in the sanctuary of the FirstMethodist Church in Jackson. Tennesse, at six o'clock in
the evening on Saturday, June 4, Miss Patricia Carol
Freeman became the bride of Stephen Rowan Little.
Rev. Harrell Townsend, Dean of Chapel, Lambuth Col-lege, performed the double ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Doris Branch
Freeman of Jackson and James Herman Freeman, also
of Jackson. She is the granddaughter of the late Rev.
James Vaughn Freeman of Fulton and Mrs. Felix Mat-
thew Branch and the late Mr. Branch of Jackson.
The groom is tho son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bond Barre' Little, Sr., of
Jackson, and his grandparents are
the late Helen Rowan Little and
the, 'ate Bond D. Littie of Jackson
00 Mrs. Hardy Waleitemn and the
late Mr. Wilkinson of Vicksburg,
Missessippi.
'I lie church sanctuary was bank-
ed in graceful baskat- of wood-
wardia ferns and emarald leaves,
with brass altar vases glowing
with candle,, using the seven-
branched candelabras in the choir
loft The beats and groom knelt on
a white satin pillow on the kneeling
bench.
A program of nuptial music was
provided by organist Aaron Ballew
Robinson, Jr., cousin of the bride.
The bride, who was given in
niarriage by her brother, James
Vaughn Freeman, Ii, was lovely in
a pure silk Gros' de Loodres gown
of stark simplicity, with its por-
trait neckline and full length
ileeves, tapered to calla lily points.
She carried a hand bouquet of
white butterfly roses and stephan-
otis, centered with a yellow-
throated orchid. Complementing
the gown to perfection was her
mantilla of imported re-embroid-
ered Alencon lace.
Miss Cynthia (Cindi) Elizabeth
Freeman was her sister's maid of
honor. She wore a full-length
sheath dress of ombre flora: print-
ed cotton satin. She carried a hand
bouquet of coral pink Sensational
roses and matching Marguerite
daisies, tied with coral tulle and
sat:n ribbon. An organza bow in
coral was worn on her head.
Bridesmaids were Miss Linda
Yates, daughter of Mrs. Floyd
Yates and the late Mr. Yates of
Jackson. and Miss Carole Siegrest,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Siegrest of Nashville, both sorority
sisters of the bride. Their dresses
weer identical to that of the maid
of honor.
Junior bridesmaid was Constance
Maurine Freeman, sister of the
uride, and junior groomsman was
Georgory Wilkinson Little, bro-
ther of the groom.
Serving his son as best man was
Bond Harvey Little, Sr. Grooms-
men were Bond Harvey Little, Jr.,
brother of the groom, of Win-
chester. Tennessee, and Wayne
Williams of Jackson. Ushers were
Henry Fowler, Ill, James Evans,
Dwight Mills, Bill Way and David
C. Hill . ,
Immediately following the cere-
mony, a reception was held in
Newman Center of the church,
during which music was furnished
by Jerry Van Cleave, organist.
The bride's table and the serv-
ing table were draped in white
satin with silver candelabras and
white candles. It was cut by the
bride anrk groom with the tradi-
tional heirloom cake knife.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Bond Harvey Little, Jr., of
Winchester, Tenn., Mrs, Tommy
Homesley of Cookeville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Tommy Benett, Mrs. An-
drew Baird, Ill, and Mrs. Mike
Meeks, all of Jackson.
The mother of the bride wore a
sculptured chiffon sheath of pale
avocado. She wore green cymbid-
ium orchid; on her shoulder.
The groom's mother wore a
Pesanti silk linen dress with bell. 
shapedskirt and Chantilly lace
bodice. She wore white cymbidium
orchids on her attainder.
For their southern wedding trip
the bride wore a two-piece costume
dress, featuring a solid pink,
elongated waistline with printed
skirt, belted at the hips, and a
matching full length coat of printed
linen, with this slit,
 wore a tiny
pillbox hat and bone accessories.
Al her shoulder she wore the or-
chid from her bouquet. On their
return they will be at home at 237
North Fairground in Jackson.
The bride was graduated from
Jackson High School, where she
was a member of the National
Honorary Society, Kappa Beta Chi
sorority, sweetheart of Theta
Kappa Omega fraternity, outstand.
mg business student, on The Tat-
tler staff, a member of the French
Club and the Future Business
Leaders of America. She will re-
ceive her B. A. degree from Lam-
buth College with the class of 1967.
Al Lambuth she is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, first al-
ternate to Miss Lambuth in 1964
and on the Dean's List.
The bridegroom is also a gradu-
ate of Jackson High School, where
he was a member and officer of
Theta Kappa Omega fraternity,
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Az•ennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
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Future Business Leaders of Amer-
ica. He is now entering his junior
year at Lambuth College and is a
member of Kappa Sigma College
fraternity. He is manager of "The
Merits", popular show and dance
band and is also associated with
the Coca-Cola Bottling Company in
Jackson.
Among the out-ot-town guests for
the wedding were Mrs. W. C. Wall
of Wilmington, N. C., aunt of the
bride; Mr. and Mrs. Paul West-
pheling and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
rreas of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Odle, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Fesmire, Alan Fesmire, Mrs.
Mitchell Britt, Judge and Mrs.
Clyde Reeves of Lexington, Tenn.;
Hardy Wilkinson, grandmother of
the groom, Mr. and Mrs. S. D.
Wilkinson of Vicksburg, Miss.; Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Arnold of Milan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Curtis Bowman of
Manteca, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Parris, Mrs. Doris Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Blane Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Bettis of Savannah,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hardison of
Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Siegel, Mr., and Mrs. Johny Hogan
of Bruceton. Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs
A. M. Bounds and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Myatt of Brownsville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mr, Bond Harvey Lit-
tle, Sr., and Mn. and Mrs. Bond
Harvey Little, Jr., were boats at
the rehearsal dinner on Friday
night, June 3, for members of the
wedding party, families and out-of-
town guests, held in the New
Southern Hotel in Jackson.
The bride wore a shift of white
imported cotton lace over sky
blue, with tiny blue satin buttons
down the front and wore white
cymbidium orchids at her Shoulder.
Gifts were presented to the at-
tendants by the bride and groom.
Mesdames Rice, Moline
t!Tolesses At Meeting
Mrs. Bill Rice and Mrs. Clarence
Moline were hostesses to the Guild
of the First Christian Church last
Saturday. The meeting was held
at ten o'clock in the morning In
Dr. and Mrs. Glynn Bushart's cot-
tage on Kentucky Lake. Sixteen
members and four guests, Rev.
and Mrs. Henry Hapa. Earl Plum-ley and N. E. Martin, attended.
The hostesses served a delicious
meal at noon and the afternoon
was spent in fellowship.
ON DEAN'S LIST
Martha Lee DeMyer, daughter of
Mayor and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,Nancy Elaine Treas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tress, and Cur-tis 'R. Hancock, Jr., son of Mr. andMrs Curtis R. Hancock, Sr., havebeen named to the Dean's List at!tic Univeristy of Kentucky.
LAW TRAINING OFFERED
The Kentucky State Police offerfour training sessions annually forlaw enforcement officers from
throughout the state.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure ii
wishing the following friends ;
"Happy Birthday";
June 10: David Hughes. Belind
Newton, Randy Sisk; June 11
Wilburn Allen, Billy Gilbert Kir.
Halley, Gary Stem, Mac Weaks
June 12: Glenn Byrd, Stacie Ant
Damons, Bill Reese, Jr., Charle
Sisson, Lula Morris;
June 13: Teresa Holman, Bop
C. Russell; June 15: Gary Lyn]
Byrd, Susie Flowers, J. B. Nanney
June 16: Dona Halley, K. M. Wins
ton.
FOOD DONATED
During the 1964-65 fiscal year the
Kentucky Division of Commodit.
Distribution made Federally-de
nated food available to 489,301 chit
dren in 1,982 Kentucky schools.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thursday - Friday June 9-10
Double Feature
Starts at 7:35
Connie Francis-Marve Presmell
When The Boys Meet
The Girls
and at 9:45
Rick Nelson
Love And Kisses
Saturday, June 12
Three Shows
Starts at 7,45
Dean Martin - Jerry Lewis
Pardners
And at 10:30
Revenge Of The Gladiator:
Then at 1105
Raiders From Beneath
The Sea
Sun - Mon., June 12-13
Double Feature
Starts at 7.35
Marriage Italian Style
And at 9'45
Divorce Italian Style
Tues. - Wed , June 14-15
Double Feature
Starts at 735
Betty Davis
The Nanny
And at 9 45
Terry Moore Paul Maxwell
City Of Fear
JOIN THE FUN
PLAY
AWARDS AND
PRIZES AT - -
ITS FUN! ITS FREE! ITS EASY!
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
EXTRA SLIPS
To Help You Win!
SPRAY
STARCH
A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS
Mrs. Paul Kendall
Mrs. Sue Kellian
Mrs. Donna Dawson
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LAMB POOLS GO OUT WITH A
BANG UP POOL
The last of the lamb pools was
held in Obion County last Tuesday
wheu 1,130 sheep went through the
local lamb pool for a total of
t5.485.25. This was the largest lamb
soot to be held in our area in the
.ast five (5) years. 76 prime lambs
returned 26.50 per cwt. and were
liougnt by Armour Packing Com-
>any, Lexington, Kentucky, 358
choice lambs sold for 26.30 per
cwt., 246 good lambs returned 22.00
oer cwt, and feeder lambs returned
18.25 per cwt,
We have been informed by Ten-
nessee Marketing Authorities that
Jue to the declining sheep popula•
7iarrin Tenessee that beginning in
1967 the lamb and wool pools will
')e consolidated and pools will be
conducted at only one location in
West Tennessee. A large percent
d the lamb and W001 producers in
Obion County have completely
Aiminated sheep from their farms
during the past few years. During
May the local pools marketed 1,725
!ambs for $30,490.25 and 23,044 lbs.
coot for $13,417.39. The pools
:hroughout the year have greatly
assisted farmers of this area in
receiving top market prices for
'heir wool and lambs.
All of the lamb and wool pools
Obion County have been sponsor-
ed by the Obion County Farm Bu-
reau since the first pools were held
:n 1928. During the lamb pool last
Tuesday I talked with Mr. Jim
Marshall and Mr. V. H. Logan and
they both stated that they had
Since the last lamb pool was held
missed working in only 1 or 2
pools since the pools were started.
:ast Tuesday I began to wonder
:About the results of the first pool
in 1928 and I looked through the
Annual Reports of the Agricultural
Extension Service in Obion County.
Mr. G. L. Cleland was Obion Coun-
ty Agent in 1928 and below you will
find what Mr. Cleland reported
about the first Iamb pools.
Two Iamb pools were held in
conjunction with the Obion County
Farm Bureau during 1928. The first
pool was sold to local livestock
dealer at $16.75 for tops and $13.51
for seconds on May 15, 1928, there
being 178 lambs in the pool. This
same day local buyers were pay-
ing $14.50 for top lambs. The sec-
ond pool was held on June 12, 1928,
during a week of repidly declining
markets. The 205 top lambs sold at
$13.35 and seconds at $9.50. No lo-
cal market that day because of a
demoralized central market. The
first car was called the best car
of lambs that Armour and Coin-
pany had ever received out of West
Tennessee. The second car was
fully as good but no report was ob-
tained. Although they sold on the
St. Louis Market as "Show Lambs"
at $1.00 per cwt. over the price of
top lambs.
These lamb pools were the only
attempt made during the year in
co-operative marketing.
The Farm Bureau Lamb Com-
mittee gave excellent assistance in
this project. They consisted of C.
W. Brevard, Oak Grove Community
as Chairman; A. L. Burros, Wood-
land Mills; B. V. Jernigan, Sunny-
side; W. T. Latimer, Community
Pride; Ed. McCorkle, Obion; J. FL
Smith, Mason Hall; Knox Harper,
Rives; Clyde Islaupin, Dixie; and
Fred Cloys, Lindenwood. These
men arranged for the docking and
castrating demonstrations, urged
the farmers to feed grain to their
Iambs, assisted in building creeps,
and kept in touch with the develop-
ment of the lambs so that the pool-
ing dates could be intelligently set.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
June 15 • Feeding Pig Sale -
Brownsville
June 21 - Feeder Pig Sale - Lex-
ington.
ACROSS
1. 25 cents
8. Separate
13. Experience
14. Hearsay
15. In
16. Zoo
enclosure
17. Erbium:
chem.
18. Dad dIIIIII19. Raids
21. Poem
23. Swings
loosely
24. Article
27. Insect
20. Immerse
29. joining •31. Limn
33. Diminished
34. High peak
S6. That girl
$7. Obtain •
18. Icy rain 44. Sun god 48. Adored 20. Invaders
14 Orient 46. Italian coin 50. Citrus fruit 22. Selected
42. Web maker 47. French 52. Asp a jury
43. Because "the" 53. Hot sprihgs 24. Doctrine
25. Mind
DOWN 26. Greek letter
1. Drink 29. Rodents
2, Countless 30. Europeans
3, Public 32. Carry
notice 33. Cause
4. Retreaded 35. Parer
5. Shallow 36. Cures
Answers onreceptacles 38. Sprinkle
Page 7 6. Incites 39. Hair braid
7. Fish eggs 41. Migrate
8. Exist 42. Fatheron ee 9. Ilnadulters 45. Fruit drink
ated 46. Record
10. Before noor 49. State: abbr.
11. Lassoing 51. Germanium:
It Region chem.
"PRODUCTION CREDIT
Helps Me Make
ewe PROFIT" NRIPX6
•
YOu Can't Boot PCA 
mei • :
for Short Term Loans-
Old LOW, Low Interest Cost. 11
Buying machinery and equipment necessary to
crease your operating efficiency could.mison green/
profit to you. If you nett are& for o Truck, Tractor,
Form Machinery, Milk Cooler, Milking Parlor, Groin
Drier. Breeding Stock, feeder Cattle, Hogs or Lambs,
Doky herds. Home Appliances, or any other form
production purpose go to your local KA office
KA I. LOW Case Credit that Soros Yee Mewl. husisist d69 ii
retch dollar We dry 55 5. nmaid Simple Innr•r, liaorodo. yew dotty
eateendieg Wee*, cats yew awl le the bom Up le 7 ygorn tape,
en cartels type lease.
••You'll Do Better with PCA-S.. Your Local PCA Pird111.,;
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-2506
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr,
Clinton, Ky,
Phone 653.5161
Will. AM PRYOR
aerilwaisel Argot Mimi. .asivel
FORWARD - THE NEXT HALF
CENTURY
%hat happens to the business of
agriculture in the next 50 years is
anybody's guess. Needless to say,
there are many big changes in the
making and we thought it our
privilege to cast some guesses as
to the future.
When we look in retrospect, not
many of us would have ever pre-
dicted 50 years ago, the changes
experienced in this era. They have
come to age and many are full
grown. Whether we like them or
not, we must face the fact that
they are here and we are to live
with them. Most of the changes
could be called progress and nearly
all of them are desirable to the
majority. Some never like any
change and they must of necessity
be recognized but ignored. Pro-
gress is on the march and will
continue, this no one should want
to change.
Actually, real agricultural
changes began back after farming
had such a disasterous experience
in the late 20's. Those were some
gloomy days and farmers had no
choice, except to try and produce
more in order to meet the de-
mands of those they owed. All
farm prices fell to an all time low.
Interest rates remained as high
as ever and the result was that
many good, honest and substantial
farm families lost their life say.
ings. There were many foreclos-
ures and bankruptcies. The Stock
Market crash in 1929 resulted in
many suicides as well as losses of
fortunes.
After all this a ray of hope ap-
peared. The New Deal was born,
and with it there came farm pro-
grams never before heard of. Sur.
pluses began to disappear, as a re-
sult of allotments on crops and
acreage controls. With this came
price supports or guaranteed prices
for what farmers produced. Many
other improvements followed; the
development of the TVA, which
brought electricity to rural areas.
Automation on the farm became
a reality - farmers actually had
the advantage of their city cousins.
He began to take advantage of the
opportunities offered him by using
electric power in place of man-
power. Then, more and more auto-
mated farm equipment began lore-
place mules and horses. Today,
very, very few mules and horses
are used to do farm work.
All this is progress and with
these changes, problems continue
to remain with us. We have learn-
ed how to produce more and more.
Uses of farm products have lagged
in relationship to our population
ability to use them. We have vast
amounts of most food and clothing
materials in stored warehouses. Al-
though, not as serious as a few
years ago, we still have more than
we can use and sell of most pro-
ducts.
What about the next 50 years?
Some of the same problems will
appear; some old ones will disap-
pear and some new ones will take
their place. Within a shorter span
than 50 years, we will learn how to
handle our surpluses. In fact, there
might be concern for building our
supply rather than finding some
way to get rid of it. There will be
more than 300 million Americans
In feed and clothe instead of 190
million people. Agriculture will be
a $100 billion industry.
Most likely regulations pertain-
ing to farming will be even more
strict. Transfer and sale of farm
lands will grow more under con-
trols of the Government; probably
only by approval of control agen-
cies, due to necessity for maintain-
ing production of food and cloth.
ng materials.
Farming will be done by fewer
people skilled in production and
management. Fifty years from
now farmers could be classified as
professionals. Farming will be a
complete science. Many newer
discoveries like atomic power and
automation will be commonplace
on farms. No doubt the next 50
years will bring more changes
than any previous half century.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479.1844
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
-Jim Martin Paints
4-H'ers Vie for Best Community Projects
• IVILLY interest in the 4-H
▪ 004grattnity Beautification
program prompted the sponsor
to substantially increase 1966
state and national awards, the
National 4--H Service Committee
has announced.
This year The Sears-Roebuck
Foundation will provide six me
tional 1500 scholarships In place
Of two given last year. Trips to
the national 4-H Club Congress
In Chicago will be increased
!rolls eight to 50, one per state.
The current 4 H program ties
Into the Youth for Natural
Beauty program launched last
year from Washington, 0. C.
Many projects are undertaken
by the club as a whole. How-
ever, the scope, time and money
Involved often enlists aid of the
entire community. But 4 H boys
and girls plan and carry out the
venture..
The 1965 prise winning 413
projects included cleaning up,
dressing up and lisnting up a
small Oklahoma town of 194
residents; tearing down unused
farm buildings to make way for
landscaping; and transforming
an old home into • community
showplace.
An estimated 1,000 people are
expected to attend the Fourth
'
An-
nual Kentucky National Jersey
Show and Sale, June 25, at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville.
Forty-three head of superior cat-
tle from across the nation have-
been consigned to the show and
rate and will compete for $8,500 in
premium money, half of which is
famished by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Agriculture, co-sponsor of
the event. The Kentucky Jersey
Cattle Club shares the sponsorship.
The show is scheduled for 9 a. me
and the sale will follow at 12 noon.
Sale headquarters will be at the
Executive Inn, near the entrance of
The Sears-Roebuck Founds
non will offer • certificate to
the 10 moat outstanding clubs
in the state, and a $25 cash prise
for the best beautification job
done In a single county. The
money is to be used for addi-
tional projects.
Besides state and national
awards for club Members, there
will be handsome community
beautification medals for county
winners.
Among other projects sug.
gested in a recent 4 II publics
bon are: revive Arbor Day, and
remove dead or diseased trees;
clear away trash and weeds;
conduct home and community
clean up campaigns; repair and
paint rural mail boxes, road
signs, fences and outbuildings;
help landscape school and
church areas, fairgrounds.
Enrollment last year totaled
173,450 boys and girls in 50
states, and of this number, 1,148
qualified for county medals,
according to the Cooperative
Extension Service, which names
all winners.
Department Of
Agriculture
Amends Order
The U. S. Department of Agri-
culture today issued a final de-
cision in favor of amending the
Paducah Federal milk marketing
order. The order sets minimum
prices to dairy farmers serving
the Paducah marketing area in
Kentucky and Missouri, but does
not regulate retail prices.
Consumer and Marketing Service
officials said the amendment is
subject to approval by two-thirds
of the dairy farmers serving the
market. This will be determined
through polling the cooperative as-
sociation representing virtually all
ot the producers for the Paducah
area
The amendment, if adopted,
would set the fluid milk (Class I)
price to ,farmers delivering to
plant: in the Kentucky counties of
the marketing area, at 15 cents
above the comparable price set by
the St. Louis Federal milk order.
This is approximately the normal
difference between prices in the
two markets, except for the further
effect of the St. Louis supply-de-
mand adjustment. The proposed
amendment would bring the effect
of the St. Louis supply-demand
factor into the Paducah price. For
May, the supply-demand adjust-
ment is plus 16 cents.
Appropriate interim pricing is
being maintained in the market
through a suspension order, issued
to apply from MaT-11 through June
30. or until such time as the order
is amended, based on public bear-
ings held in Paducah Nov. 1741, "
1965, and April 26, 1966. Testimony
from the April 26 hearing showed
that higher prices in nearby mark•
els are attracting milk away from
the l'aducah area. officials said,
wh..re supplies recently have been
barely ample.
Copies of this final decision may
be obtained from Market Adminis-
trator Fred I. Shipley, 2710 Hamp-
ton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.. 63139; or
from the Dairy Division, Consumer
.nd Marketing Service, C. S. De-
partment of Akriculture. Washing-
ton, D. t'. 20230.
the fairgrounds. licitly every state in the Union will KENTUCKY HAS THE OLDEST
Wendell P. Butler, Kentucky be at the sale. The Calloway County Agricultur.
commissioner of Aviculture, said at Council is the oldest In Ken-
that prospective buyers from prac- lucky.
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Boffor Boni* of Bourbon!
IMITILUM MID serrLso Iv HIAY144 eau otersLustics. INC.. ILAROBTOWN. NILUION., COUNTY. KINTUCXY
SECURITY FEDERAL ANNOUNCES
IN EXTRA DIVIDEND
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS.
BEGINNING JUNE 1 THRU JULY 15
- If you add $200 to your present account or open a new
account in this amount, you will receive an attractive ball
- Add $500 to your present savings account or open a new
account in this amount, arid receive a comfortable lawn
chair.
- Add $1,000 to your present account or open a new account
in this amount, and receive an electric alarm clock.
DEPOSITS MADE BY THE 10TH OF THE
MONTH EARN DIVIDENDS AS OF THE 1ST
OF THE MONTH. WE PAY THE MISSOURI
INTANGIBLE TAX.
SAVE REGULARLY-- -HERE IT PAYS
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Riley Smith Is in the Baptist
Hospital in Paducah and will un-
dergo surgery today (Monday).
His daughter, Mrs. Bob DeMyer
and another daughter from Sturgis,
Ky.. are with him We wish an
early recovery for him.
We are sorry to learn of the
death of "Lit" Dedmoo, who died
in Fulton Hospital Monday,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son Don of Nashville spent the
week end with relatives here.
Mr and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersbugt were guests of relatives
hen recently
Mr and Mrs. G .1 Lay of Jack-
son. Tenn . spent the week end
here with Mrs Lay's sister, Mrs.
Ishum Conner and Mr. Conner.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Royce Lowe
and family of Irving, Texas, ar-
rived Sunday to spend several days
with Mr and Mrs. Jack Lowe.
They all had supper at Reelfoot
Lake Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunning-
ham family, of Paducah, spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem. Mrs. Stem and grandson,
Gary, went home with them for a
few days.
BUREAU CREATED IN 1920
The Bureau of County Health
Work was created in 1920 to coordi-
nate and direct the work of local
health departments in Kentucky.
It was the forerunner of the State
Department of Health which was
rreated in 1934.
T'S A REAL SUBS1ANcE....N4tomizEo FCRM OF c7AYGEN...‘4t114
PROPERTIES sticii-iTLY DIFFERENTFROM ORDINARY OXYGEN !
Kentucky was one of two states receiving special
certificates of recognition from Secretary of State, Dean
Rusk, for assistance they have given underdeveloped
countries under the Alliance for Progress program. The
presentation was made during the important afternoon
general session of the National Rural Electric Coopera-
tive Association's annual meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The other state to receive recognition was Texas.
In making the presentation Sec-
retary Rusk stated -I wish to com-
mend especially two Statewide As-
sociations, Kentucky and Texas, for
their continuing contribution of
leadership, initiative, and imagina-
tive assistance to the Alliance for
Progress through the Partner pro-
gram "
In one of rare occasions
when such an award Is made by
the Secretary of State Mr. Rusk
warmly congratulated J. K. Smith
general manager of the Kentucky
RECA, for an outstanding lob in
winning friends for the United
States. Secretary Rusk stated,
"the contributions of your National
Association and your members
under the AID Program have help-
ed to organize three cooperatives
in South Viet-Nam and are now
working in Thailand. You have
taken a hand in preliminary work
on cooperatives in several other
Asian countries. I share 'the view
expressed by the distinguished
Vice President of the United States
when he was still a United States
Fulton Insurance Agency
We TOM
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMERS LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 200 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KINTUCILY
It's good to get home...
after a day of hard work or hard play. And it's
pleasant to relax with cool, refreshing beer. In
fact, 65% of all the beer produced in this country
is enjoyed at home. It cheers your taste as it r•-
news your zest. So, make yourself at home...
with beer.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Boa 22167, touissioe, Kentucky 40222
Senator. 'in the cooperative idea
we are supporting one of the finest
products of a democratic society'."
Other states mentioned for their
excellent work but not awarded
certificates were Ark: ,s, Indi-
ana, Minnesota, Tenr -,see, and
Lsconsin.
Secretary Rusk tr..- nett the work
being carried on by rural electrics
in Kentucky and other states as
voluntary coortibutions in the fin-
est American tradition. Secretary
Rusk pointed out that the Govern-
ment is encouraging the organisa-
tion of Agricultural Cooperatives.
After receiving the award J. K.
Smith stated "'This certificate is a
fitting tribute to the people of the
rural electrification program in
Kentucky for the initiative and en-
thusiasm with which they have
worked to help overcome unbe-
lievable poverty in underdevelop-
ed countries and to export the fin-
est traditions of the American free
enterprise system."
Kentucky has sent two boatloads
of outgrown material and equip-
ment to Ecuador. Another is be-
ing serviced for shipment at the
present time. One shipment valued
in this country at approximately$20,000 for scrap was valued at
about $200,000 by the Ecuadorian
people. In addition, rural electrifi-
cation leaders from Kentucky
have provided technical assistance
in the eatablishment of • rural
electrification program in other
underdeveloped countries. Chillies
Stewart, Manager of the Warren
Rural Electric Coperabve Cor-
poration, Bowling Green, provided
this assistance in Ecuador; J. K.
Smith, General Manager of
KRECC, in Thailand; J. R. Miller,
Manager of Green River Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation,
Owenaboro, in Laos, and Peter Mc-
Neill, Director Member Services,
Fleming Mason Rural Electric Co-
operative Corporation, Fleming"burg, in South Korea.
STATE WATCHES ITS WEIGHT
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, through its division of
weights and measures, serves as
official custodian of the State's
standards of length, weight and ca-
pacity.
HOW TIME FLIES
Every 20 seconds one person in
the United States reaches the age
of 65. The Kentucky Commission
on Aging in Louisville offers many
services to those over 65.
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Fate Needs A Them*
When you start to plan a fair,
you have to have a theme. You
have got to have an idea. You
have got to have a scheme. Youhave got to have a symbol. You
have got to have a color scheme.
Think of it. A tropical Festival,bananas, a beautiful, warm, lusc-
ious colored tropical fruit. The
whole thing was tailor-made. They
have had three of them and thelast one was fantastic. I was privi-
leged to work with it These peoplehave promoters and planners and
conections and the nerve andbrass to go out and make the con-
tacts and bring people in. The
beauty of this event is the good
neighbor relations project that is
behind it There are Central and
South American neighbors working
with them. It is Hands Across the
Americas theme. Here is the pic-
ture on the front of their book. It
is a Picture of two girls. One girl
to typically American. The other Is
Miss Ecuador. She represented
Ecuador in the Miss Universe con-
test last year. They are pictured
with Hands Across the Americas.
There was-s good deal of warmth
between these two girls at the Fes-
tival this year.
Students From Abroad
This Festival has drawn the in-
terest of our State Department of
the State of Kentucky and the
State of Tennessee. Let's see how
they work this. You take a typical
American community of 7,000 peo-
ple and add in this past year 34
Latin American students, young-
sters who have never been outside
of their country before. Mix all of
these and begin to stir gently. Of
course, you know when you are
cooking, you add a few other things
—a pinch of Americana, a little
football game and hot dogs, and
circuit court in action. Season to
perfection with care. I am quoting
from a newspaper article. Let
things simmer on their own while
you sit back and sniff the aroma
of understanding which is general
ed. Serve with the main course,
which features the meat of diplo-
macy, people-to-people relations,
and a little of the milk of human
kindness. Garnish with the spice
of kindred interest. For color and
attractiveness, use side dishes and
decorate with enough bananas to
emphasize the reason for the
Fiesta. As a dessert serve beauty
pageant peaches and a little Inter-
American friendship, or Amigo-
ship, if you please. It made a fan-
tastic thing. Can you imagine
these kids coming in there? They
brought 34 young people and, as
one of the American boys said,
"How did they select you?" They
finally got it across to him.
He said, "But we are the best,"
the best of the young people
of these communities from five
Latin and South American coun-
tries who will some day be the
leaders in those countries, whether
Use leaders of families or in the
government. You know, in the
hands of our youth of today is the
leadership of tomorrow. Some of
these kids are coming back to the
United States to go to school. When
they left Fulton it broke the whole
town up. They stood in the street
and cried. These students spent
two weeks in Fulton, living in the
homes and doing a little bit of
everything. They went to see the
circuit court and the town and the
whole area. The twin cities are the
smallest ever to participate in the
Program.
Guatemala Sent Band
Guatemala sent their official
marine band. It is an army band.
They stole the hearts of everyone.
They have been sent for two years
at Guatemala's expense. Senor Al-
berto Martinez-Fonts came as an
official representative of the air-
lines. There was a representative
of our State Department. The Gov-
ernor of Kentucky was there. Mr.
Johnston, president of the Illinois
Central Railroad, could not be
there, but he sent his next in com-
mand. They sent Miss Ecuador.
They sent the prima ballerina of
Ecuador. She was a doll. They sent
their top organist, their young art-
ist; in arts and crafts. They sent
the head cf the Ecuadorian Com-
mission to the United Nations. The
American ambassador to Ecuador
and his wife were there. All of this
came out of a small item in the
community. What you find in your
community to use doesn't have to
"oe big.
They had a Bananarama. They
had a Banana golf match with
Bobby Nichols, and the Banana
Festival Princess contest. It is a
tremendous thing. It is all there,
the pomp and the ceremony and
the festivity, the hoopla and the
entertainment, but underneath it
all is the over-riding scheme of the
festival, Project Unite Us. Without
Your choice of plate, cup or saucer
when you buy 7 gallons of
ASHLAND VITALIZED GASOLINE
the bananas, the Fulton rail yard
would not be too much use now.
Without the Fulton rail yards the
would lack the distribution poin
for these Central and South Amer,
can bananas. So, you see, there
a coincidence of interest. The
realized this and decided the
might make a friendly and nit
thing out of it, and they have, s
from such an idea was the Intel
national Banana Festival concei,
ed. It is not the biggest thing i
Fulton. They have industry an,
other things. This was differens
This was unique to this C01110111113:
ty.
Find Something Different
So, what do you have in you
area? You are not the Banan
Crossroads of America, but soul,
where in your community is 11001c
thing that Is different, that is ni
like any other, that you can us
to promote your section, or you
area.
Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Well,
it's No. 1
in sales.
Kentucky ended !towhee. DJ Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In.Bond,Yellowstone Distillery Co. Louisville, Kentucky.
These sparkling luncheon sets in an Early American crystal design are
ideal for use indoors and outdoors ... at lunch time. . . snack time,,.
and party time. You'll want several place settings, so start collecting
your plates, cups and saucers now. You get your choice FREE each
time you buy seven gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline.
This offer is limited and available only at your Ashland Oil Dealer dis-
playing the "FREE LUNCHEON SET" signI
..:enlake Amphitheater Plans Musical Among the personalities w Mah° willappear is Mayfield's own ry
Shelton who formerly had an in-
tereating program on radio there
for nearly ten years.
Mary gave a program for the
press folks Monday and I must
say she is great. Mary sings and
talks with music, in witty and
talented fashion and truly we could
have listened all night. Mary sang
some of my favorite numbers from
the famous musical "My Fair
Lady," and she charmed us out of
our shoes. In addition to Mary,
Billy Edd Wheeler, Woody Herman,
and seven other acts will appear at
the amphitheatre on week-ends.
The officers of "Stars In My
Crown," were invited to the press
party and of course we talked of
our "child," that historical drama
of West Kentucky that was pre-
sented in the amphitheatre for two
years. Max Hurt and / got off in a
corner and talked about "Stars,"
and how wonderful it is for us to
keep in touch with many of the
cast members who write us often.
In fact we got so sentimental we
got a look in or es-es and a hope
in our heart that maybe we can
present the play, with some revi-
sions, in some future year. How
about it"
tarp She'fon, Mamphis, Tennessee, is one of the sparkling personeities
'at will appear at the K:nla',0 Amphitheatre in Kenlake State Park,
ear h1,-..rdin, Kentucky this summer. Mrs. Shelton, • nativ• of Mayfield,
:enhicky, is nationally famous
susical acts. Mary Shelton and
mph.theatre July 22-23.
ALLISON—
(Continued /rom Page One)
cumbent, but has not revealed
whether he will seek re-election.
Meanwhile a petition is being circu-
lated on behalf of a very popular
and prominent South Fultonian to
seek the office.
VACATION SCHOOL!
The commencement exercises of
the Vacation Bible School at the
First Methodist Church will be
held at 10145 a. m. tomorrow (Fri-
day). All parents are invited to
attend.
it. singing voice and
appear at the Kerslake
$5,34101011 DEVOTED TO AIRPORT
The 1966-68 State budget devotes
$5,366,000 to an airport facilities
construction program for Ken-
tucky. These State funds will be
.i.atched by local dollars and Fed-
eral grants.
AID FOR VETERANS
H. S. Miles, contact representa-
tive of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-
Service Man's Board, will be at
the Chamber of Commerce from
9 a. m. until 3 p. m. Friday, June
17, to assist veterans and their de-
pendenls with claims for benefits
due them as a result of their mill-
tiry service.
WAL itt 4,4411.141111111111111111111111111011111IN
• sip it slow and easy
• it's made by Hiram Walker
• it's 86 proof
• it's straight bourbon
whiskey
tt:=0:13,
h\ RAM WALKERS
ALSO AVAILABLE III 100 PROOF, Born F0 IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA. ILLINOIS
I always consider it an honor when
former Fultonians take time out
from visiting their home-folks to
drop by to see us. Such was the
pleasure we had Tuesday when
Clarice Bellew (Mrs Jesse) Owens
stopped by to say hello.
Clarice and her husband are liv-
ing in Hawaii and, like a visitor
we had several days ago, are en-
joying that 99-day. $99 dollar bus
tour around toe country.
Clarice and Jesse are visiting
kith and km all over these United
States and enjoying it to the at-
nilst. If anybody else comes in and
tells us about the pleasures of this
mode of travel, I might just up and
do it myself. I have enough invi-
tations from all the folks I've met
in this life-time that I could fill
three such trips getting tie fun
completed.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe is in Chi
cago this week, at market and
visiting her son, Jack Thorpe, and
family.
Miss Gertrude Murphey left Mon
day for Memphis, where she will
vi 'it Mrs Gertrude Ford for sev
eral days.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul lio/lind left
Tuesday and will spend the sum-
mer in Detroit and points in Wis-
consin and Minnesota.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry
have returned from August), Ga..
where they were guests in the
home of their daughter and family.
Col. and Mrs. Robert H Ivey and
children They attended the high
school graduation of their twin
grandchildren, Terry and Dick
Ivey, and Dick returned to Fulton
with them. Enroute home, they
visited in Nashville w,th grand-
daughter Susan Ivey, who is work
ing in the office of John J. Hooker,
a candidate for the office of Gov-
ernor of Tennessee. Terry Willing-
ham accompanied Mr. and Mrs
Terry.
tConfinued from Page One.
hospital will enable him and Mrs
Jones to enjoy a little more leisure
time, while devoting more time to
his other activities. His only dau-
ghter, Shirley Maxwell Hotting-
seed, will probably see a little
more of her grandfather, too.
Dr. Jane) is a long time physic-
ian for the Illinois Central Rail-
road.
The entire community and the
surrounding area extends deep ap-
preciation and gratitude for his
long service and dedication to the
medical profession and to the com-
munity which has been privileged
to have him as an honored resi-
dent.
KENTUCKY SHOWS DECLINE
The rate of parolees convicted
for new offenses in Kentucky de-
clined in 1965 from 9.51 per cent to
6.48 per cent.
KENTUCKY CONSTRUCTS
In the past 11 years, some 2,000
municipal water treatment plants
were constructed in Kentucky at a
cost of approximately $98 million.
Additionally-, there are 125 plants
now under construction.
HEALTH DEPT. PREDICTS
The State ellalth Department
estimated that a quarter of a mil-
lion Kentuckians will be covered
by the Social Security Medicare
program, which the department
will help administer.
REJECTS GIVEN COUNSELING
The State Health Department of-
fers counseling and referral ser-
vices to young men rejected by
the Armed Services for medical
reasons.
Brown Shoe Company Begins Clinton
Operation; Officials Made Top Bananas
Brown Shoe Co.'s new plant in Clinton received
formal dedication last Thursday as some 200 persons
gathered to hear local and state officials laud the city's
new industry
"It's a happy day and a proud day for Clinton," said
Mayor Kaylor Austin, who acted as master of ceremon-
ies for the event.
The guest speaker list included
state Commerce Commissioner
Katherine Peden, who praised the
citizens of Clinton as being mainly
responsible for landing the shoe
firm, Brown's first in Kentucky.
Other speakers on the program
were T. R. Volenetz, vice president
of the shoe firm and W. P. Burn-
cIte the City of Ful-
Ion the International Banana
Feutival Association Other of-
ficials of shoe company also
attended and, along with Volenetz.
were presented Kentucky colonel-
Does your mom buy much
stuff from stores that don't
advertise?
cies from Gov. Edward T. Breath-
itt's office.
The new plant, which contains
54.000 square feet snd is complete-
ly air-conditioned, started produc-
tion Monday,
The firm will employ about 75
people in the beginning and will
add some 350 more within the next
18 months to produce the ultimate
goal of 4,000 pairs of women',
shoes a day.
Miss Peden told the ga.hering.
"We know that your success has
meant prior planning—a progress
of self analysis and selfimprose
ment, and willingness to contsi-
bute time, effort and money to
achieve • desired goal.
"Once again . . you have dem-
onstrated what can be done in a
small community peopled by pub-
lic-spirited, dedicated citizens in-
terested in seeing their community
and their neighbors prosper."
Mr Burnette also lauded the
project, saying:
"We're real proud of Clinton."
Burnett, also presented "Top
Banana" awards to the shoe firm
officiala for their contribution in
people-to people relations.
Volenetz thanked the mayor, the
city, the Chamber of Commerce,
the Industrial Development Com-
mittee and all the citizens "War
the fine spirit and cooperation
since negotiations began." He said
the comnany's goal is to benefit all
concerned.
Operations of the Plant will be
under the direction of Sam O'Dell,
plant supervisor.
She can't afford to. The
best bargains are always
advertised in every busi-
ness, and around Fulton,
that means they're in the
SHOPPER. My mom reads
the Fulton SHOPPER
every week for Fulton's
"best buys". So does my
dad.
The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulion and
Clinton.. .up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper i Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live, newsy, well-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each weak, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and th it rvans it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
Never before in the history of Fulbn has there been a publcation with such
wide weekly coverage available for advertisers.
Do Shopper advertisers like it? Ask any of them and they'll tell you that
ads in the Shopper keep business swingin' like never before. It is selling more
merchandise incase it is reachirg more people!
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
209 Commercial, Fulton. Phone 472-1600 and let as cense over and tell
you Its complete story.
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UHF Television0
 ,Permit oougnt
Two Paducah businessmen
have hied an application with
t h e Federal Communications
Commission, for a construction
permit to build and operate a
new ultra high frequency tele-
vision station on channel 29.
Dr. George T. Bailey, and E.
Weeks McKinney - Smith, both
connected with WDXR • radio,
have asked the agency to ap-
prove the facility which will op-
erate with 223 kilowatts ettec..
stye radiated power visual, and
If A kilowatts power audio.
'the station would transmit
ffiao a 653-foot tower, with an
overall height above mean sea
level of I.011 feet. The trans-
milting facilities would be lo-
cated on Coleman Road, west
of Paducah. Studio operations
would originate from the Hotel
Irvin Cobb. where WDXR's ra-
dio operations are now housed.
The proposed station would
provide a grade "A" signal
over a 25-mile radius and a
grade "B" service over an op
proximate 40-mile radius.
The applicants, in seeking the
permit, said "This is an ex
ample of Paducah and
McCracken County's expanding
economy, and our faith in this
growth. We plan to enlarge our
services to the people of this
area with this new television
service."
Mrs. Earl Warren Given Girl
Scout Badge At Clinton
CLINTON, Ky.. -Mrs
Earl J. Warren of Clinton has
been presented the "Thanks
Badge," a service award in Girl
Scouting by members of her
troop. No. 98, of the Bear Creek
Council.
Mrs. Warren is completing her
eighth year as leader for the
troop which is composed of sev-
eral senior and cadette scouts
who were Brownie stouts when
she accepted leadership of the
troop.
The troofinominated her for
the honor several months ago
and the council announced her
selection at the annual council
meeting held recently in Me-
tropolis, Ill.
Members of the troop are Con-
nie Weatherford. 'Wanda Sam
pies, Cherry Darby, Donna Cas
minim, Elizabeth Jewell, Cheryl
Allen, Kate Graha m. Judy
Brown, Becky Miller, Ruth Ann
Morris, and Pat Barnett.
Also present for the ceremony
were the Clinton neighborhood
Girl Scout chairman, Mrs. Har-
old Grubbs, Mesdames George
Casparian. Raymond C. Morris.
I. W. Darby, Billy Weatherford,
R. N. Samples, Bill Brown, Ru-
dolph Bryan, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Jewell Jr., and Earl Warren.
0.
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Fishing
Expected
To Improve
FRANKFORT 
- Fish-
ing gave way to boating last
weekend.
The Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources Department said waters
in the major Impoundments
were churned and few fish were
caught. Fishing IS expected to
improve when waters settle.
Most lakes are clear and water
temperatures in the low to mid-
dle 70s
Lake by lake -
Lake Cumberland - Cropple
and white bass provided the best
fishing, with beat catches made
at night. White Nue are fair at
30 to 25 feet on large minnows;
crappie along deep banks, most-
ly at night on minnows. Scatter-
ed black bass by casting surface
and medium deep runners. Blue-
gill fair in inlets and bays.
Nolm Reservoir - Crappie
best around stickups at a to 14
feet; black bass on surface lures
and artificial nIghtcrawlers.
Barren Reservoir - Black
bass best on medium runners
and by trolling; croppie falr by
still fishing around fallen tree-
tops.
Rough River - Crappie in
heads of creeks on minnows:
back bass on surface lures;
white bass at night off deep
banks on minnows.
Dale Hollow - Cropple on
• minnows off deep banks at night
at 20 to 23 feet.
Dewey Lake - Croppie around
treetops on minnows: black bass
in early morning, and late after-
noon on deep runners.
' Kentucky Lake - Cropple in
inlets and bays on minnows at
le feet; bluegill off deep banks
jon worms; black bass by east-
'ins and fly fishing surface lures
,and by trolling. Below dam -
!Catfish on cutbait; crappie and
white bass on do-jigs and min-
nows,
Barkley Lake - Black bass
off rocky points on surface lures.
bluegIll good in inlets and bays
on worms.
:•=i,Nr",.'t •
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don't let this happen to you!
Everything we clean is protected
against moths and mildew at no
extra cost. Don't delay-get this
extra protection today
OR-7)444"dg
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 E. State Line Pho. 412-1700
ALWAYS
WF LaiIN TUNE
WITH YOU
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Ron Johnson's Notebook: 
Women May Account For First District
Remaining A Democratic 'Gibraltar'
It was one of those "weeks
that was" for politics in the
First District, the more not-
able occurrence being the de.
feat of Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals Judge Brady Stewart.
Also getting a let of notice
was the appearance of Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt and
former Gov. Bert Combs at
several campaign functions,
the most noticeable being the
fish-fry held at Kentucky Dam
Village to benefit Stewart's
campaign.
Appearances of many of the
reported Democratic guber-
natorial hopefuls alsc received
their share of notice.
However, the event which
drew less headlines and notice
usually is Use most important
and far-reaching event of all.
On May 21, one of the most
important, if not the most im-
portant, segments of the Dem-
ocratic parry In Kentucky was
paid court by officials of the
state,
It has often been said that
behind every great man there
is a woman. Women are more
and more taking their place in
the forefront of Kentucky poli-
tics and for many years be-
fore have furnished one of the
strongest, most dependable
grassroots organizations for
Democrats in the state.
Gov. Breathitt and other
state officials readily admitted
the fact at the ninth annual
Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner
sponsored by the First Distnct
Democratic Woman's Club at
Mayfield.
Democratic women's clubs
are important all over the
state-as politicians are welt
aware-and the First District
organization, with Its member
clubs, is considered in most
circles to be the strongest in
the state.
In fact, such abundant talent
and willingness to work by the
female portion of the Demo.
cratic party here may well be
a primary maw why the
First District has remained a
-Gibraltar" on which Demo-
crane candidates can depend
for large majorities year after
year.
The members are always
willing to work-as ei idenced
by the about-300 persons at-
tending the dinner last week-
end and by the apparent will-
ingness of attire-holders and
hopefuls-from the most Im-
portant office In the state to
the least-Important - to pay
court to the organization.
The clubs a n d members
are invaluable. No one can
really realize their worth and
will not unless some day they
should just all quit and the
many jobs they do go undone.
They quietly and efficiently
handle the so-called menial
tasks as well as they handle
the more-illustrious lobs given
them.
They are almost-exclusively
responsible for getting out the
housewife-vote, a source of
ballot strength seldom tapped
to a fraction of its potential
where Democratic woman's
clubs do not abound.
Theirs is often the thankless
job, the background role but
they carry it oat with the
same enthusiasm and vigor as
the candidate actually seek-
ing the office.
It would be safe to say they
are the "backbone of the Dem-
ocratic party"
The First District organize-
boo is a fine one, headed by
a fine team of officers
Mrs. Joe B.
Murray is dtrerti
ably assisted by
Edmonds of Honks
ttleton of
She is
re W. F.
sville and
Insurance Exclusio
Are Believed Illegal
FRANKFORT - Many
Kentucky motorists may have to
buy automobile insurance poll-
:Sea with wider coverage or
stand a chance of losing their
drivers licenses.
Dee C. Sullivan, director of
the division of public licensing,
said Wednesday that these are
the motorists who have insur-
ance policies with "family" or
"household- exclusions.
Sullivan said the state attor-
ney general', office has ruled
these exclusions may be in vio-
lation of the state's financial
responsibility law. The law re-
quires that drivers must be
responsible for all possible
claims against them that might
result from an accident.
Fanner, 25, Files
Suit For Deferment
BOWLING GREEN
George ID. May, 25, a Gravel
Switch farmer, has filed suit in
U.S. District Court against Local
Board 14 at Liberty in an effort
to get a draft deferment. May
claims his induction would work
a hardship on his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. D. L. May, and hit
college-age sister.
May says his father SI and
his mother, 68, are unable to
operate a 550 acre dairy and to-
bacco farm in Casey and Boyle
counties and thee are unable It
hire proper management for i!ti
farm.
The exclusions exempt insur-
ance companies from paying
judgements won against a
driver by members of his family
or household, who might be in-
jured in an accident.
Under Kentucky law the mem-
bers of a man's family or house-
hold may sue him and collect
damages if he is the driver of a
car involved in an accident.
Sullivan said a person with
such a policy can either buy a
new one without the exclusions,
post a band for the amounts re-
quired by the financial responsi-
bility law, or get a statement
from all members of his family
saying they will not hold hint
financially responsible for the
accident.
The Department of Public
Safety said persons who have
policies with the exclusions must
do one of these things within 60
days or their licenses will be
suspended
The Kentucky Insurance De-
partment said 90 per cent of the
mate's insurance companies are
authorized to sell policies with
the exclusions.
S. Roy Woodall Jr., insurance
commissioner, said many con-
cerns sell insurance with the ex-
clusions because they have low-
er rates and the companies find
!i,em to be a competitive ad-
antiiee
Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Appreciated - Billy Gilbert, M r.
Mrs. Louie Wolf of La Center.
asscciate directors.
Mrs. Bly Gollsday of Hop-
kinsville, Mrs. Mildred Han-
cock of Hopkinsville and Mrs.
Josephine Penner of Mayfield
are state boa r d members. -
Mrs. Posner is also treasurer
of the First District club.
Mrs. Chapman Jennings of
Paducah is state board report-
er, Mrs. Charles White of
Cadiz is district reporter,
Mrs. Odell Vance of Murray
is .acretary and Mrs. Bryan
Stewart Jr. of Paducah is pub-
licity chairman.
The First District this year
can also claim the state presi-
dent. Mrs. Helen Garrett of
Paducah. wile of State Sen.
Tom Garrett.
----Comity club presidents are
Mrs. Leslie Wolf, Christian
County: Mrs. Whit e, Trigg
County, Mrs. Stewart, Mc-
Cracken County: Mrs. Betty
Curtsinger, Graves County;
Mrs. Vance, Calloway Coun-
ty: Mrs. Lottie Wolf, Ballard
County, and Mrs. H. G. Shaw,
Fulton and Hickman counties.
Stovall Comes Out
A • •gatnst Constitution
LOUISVILLE
- S:-le
Secretary of State Thelma Sto-
vall Saturday told the Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association she and
her office will work to defeat
the proposed state constitution.
"Perhaps It Is Improper for
vie to do this," Mrs. Stovall
said, "but I think it is timely.
In 10 years under the new con-
stitution, we could end up like
a monarchy. The state won't be
a democracy."
Mrs. Stovall spoke at a meet-
ing of about 100 county officials
from throughout the state, about
half of them sheriffs and sher-
iffs' deputies. The association
called the meeting last week to
organize support among county
officials to defeat the proposed
constitution on the ballot in No-
vember.
"If we work hard at it," Mrs.
Stovall said, "we'll be able to
kap the state the way it Is, The
old constitution hasn't kept on
from tang first in ecassamie
development and Jumping to
12th in education."
James Haitian, Jefferson
County clerk, said he is certain
the County Clerks' Association
will vote in June to oppose the
new constitution.
Many local officials have
charged that the proposed con-
stitution gives the General As-
sembly too much power over
cal government. Several ex-
pressed this theme in talks
against the new constitution,
Harold Cowley, Elizabethtown,
president of the sheriffs' associ-
ation, said he wants to organize
opposition to the new constitu-
tion in each county as well as
on a state level.
Cowley said those working
against the new constitution at
the state level will be available
as speakers to organizations.
There are 17 million more
people who play musical instru-
ments in the United States than
there were 15 years ago; 37 mil-
lion in all. Two fastest growing
instruments are the guitar and
the organ.
Lawyers To
Explain
Constitution
LOUISVILLE 
-The Ken-
tucky State Bar Association will
hold 10 forums throughout the
state July 11-22 to inform citi-
zens about the proposed new
state constitution.
They will be held at Ashland,
Covington, Lexington. Shelby-
ville. Madisonville, Owensboro.
Bowling Green, Somerset, Lou-
isville and Pineville.
The KSB \'s Board of Gover-
nors and }butte of Delegates, the
group's gm erning bodies, voted
Wednesday jto endorse the pro-
posed constitution. The KSBA
represents 4.000 attorneys.
Henry Harried, KSBA secre
tary. said the bar association al
no will have speakers available
to explain the proposed constitu-
tion to organizations.
"We are going to get the best
informed people on the proposed
constitution that we can get to
take part in the forums."
Harned said.
The proposed constitution will
go before voters in November.
It was approved and put on the
ballot by the 1966 General As-
sembly after the Constitution
Revision Assembly spent two
years working on it.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. -Billy
Hass admitted when brought into
municipal court that the car he
was driving was excessively
noisy. But his excuse was so
good that William Culver, acting
judge, dismissed the case. Hass
said he was a service station at-
tendant driving a customer's car
to the garage for repairs when
he was stooped and ticketed.
5 CELL
FLASHLIGHT
(With Batteries)
$411 25
‘44/P4,8
Lak• Bt. - Fulton, I
JUNE INVENTORY
Clearance Sale
WE WOULD LIKE TO MOVE OUR COM-
PLETE TIRE INVENTORY by June 30th.
We HAVE TO MAKE ROOM for a ship-
ment of Unico tires that are due in July.
We have a few discontinued -Powercruiser" sixes — limited sup-
ply — prices are In effect only while supply lasts:
100 - 14 White Tubeless
750 - 14 While Tubeless
800- 14 Black Tubeless
GOO - 13 White Tubeless
670 - 15 U-111 Black,
Reg. Retail
$ 22.15*
24.00'
22.60*
18.25'
Tubed
750- 14 U-III Black, Tubeless
Special
Sate Price
$ 15.95*
16.95*
15.95*
12.95*
 
 $ 9.88*
 
 11.88°
CHECK our complete line 3f Unico Mark II
Powercruiser and Mark IV tires!
We also carry a COMPLETE LINE of front and rear Unico
tractor tires. We offer complete tractor tire service.
Tires balanced and, mounted at our ntore.
' All bras plus Federal *zees* tax and Tarn. sales tax:
70004, $2.11 7S0x14, $2.28 1100x14, 02.36
67005, 81.87 Tenn. sales tax, 3%
600x/3, $1.38
Southern Stoles Fulton Co-Op
Carroll Barnard Mgr.
CENTRAL AVE. SOUTH FULTON PHONE 479-2352
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by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
The month of June
has been proclaimed
"Agriculture Aware-
ness Month" by Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt.
In proclaiming thi s
special observance,
Gov. Breathitt pointed
to several factors
which make agricul-
ture worthy of our
praise, not only
during this month, but
througho:xt the year.
Fi,-et of all, agri-
...
cultars... is the ?argest
single, industry in
Kentucky. Every
Hcitizen of t,,e Corn-
:. monwealth is affected
either directly or
indirectly by Ke n-
tucky's agricultura 1
economy, Kentucky's
farmers are an
integral part of the
force that produces
America's food
supply, as well as a
large portion of the
food for other nations.
As a result of the
- efficiency and i m-
proved technology
utilized by our farm-
ers in recent years,
the average American
spends less than 20
percent of his dis-
posable inc ome for
food. This is a
record that no other
nation has been able
to equa 1. As our
farmers have de-
veloped greater
. efficiency, producers
and consumers alike
: have realized a better
standard of living.
Everyone is aware
. of the contribution
farmers make in the
way of producing our
food supply, Apart
F from this fact though,
how many people are
aware of the other
:_part farmers as a
group play in our
:economy?
Farmers are good
customers, spending
:-..nearly $30 billion a
year for goods and
- services required in
the production of
--crops and livestock.
They spend another
$12 billion a year for-
food, clothing, drugs,
Elurniture, appliances,
and other products
:.o.nd services. Each
-gear, farmers pur-
3hase over $4 billion
*orth of farm trac-
iors, motor vehicles,
inachinery, and
goquipment. They
_ppend $3 billion for
:fuel, lubricants,
and maintenance of
.••••• %%%%%% NS\
machinery and equip-
ment. Still another
$6. 5 billion is spent
for feed and seed,
with over a billion
ddlars being spent fcr
fertilizer and lime.
So we see that
while the farmer is a
basic producer of our
food, he is also a
major customer for
supplies and services
provided by other
segments of our eco-
n om i c community:
This is the total
picture at which we
should look when we
consider agriulture.
I would hope that
during "Agriculture
Awareness Month"
all Kentuckians will
make a special effort
to better understand
and appreciat the
role of agriculture.
One of our great
problems today is
expla.i-..ing what agri-
.re is d,;ir for
Rotary Club
Is Planned
At Cad'
CADIZ, Ky.—Plans for the ot•
ganization of a Rotary Club Ir
Cadiz are underway by a grout
of 22 local business and profes-
sional men, according to Dr
Thornton Bryan Jr,
Meeting with Marvin Orgill, Cl
the Rotary Club of Paducah,
they agreed to apply for a char-
ter in Rotary International.
world-wide asosciation of 12,363
Rotary clubs with 590e00 mem-
bers in 132 countries.
The new club is being spon-
sored by the Rotary Club of Pa-
ducah.
Rotary was defined by Orgill,
a past president of the Paducah
club, as "a world fellowship of
business and professional men
united in the Rotary ideal of
service, which is thoughtfulness
al and helpfulness to others."
The Rotary Club of Cadiz will
hold weekly meetings at the
.7adir Restaurant at 12:05 p.m.
Tuesdays.
When it has been formally ad-
mitted to membership in Rotary
International, its charter will be
presented by Rotary District
Governor Waylon Rayburn o
Murray, at a special meeting at-
tended by Rotarians from many
of the Rotary clubs in this area ,
the consumer. I
feel that t o t ten
consumers &tilt)
understand or appre-
ciate this. In many
respects, agri,-ult..z:e
is the most miaunder-
stood industry the
nation.
Moreover, this month
would be a proper
time to get to know
and appreciate agri-
culture for the great
industry it really is.
A - B-C-D Widths
Ventilated Leather for
FreIqlltarfiw 
$15.00
FORT
a Jarman Summerweight
Its ventilated, for comfort on top. Its unlined,
for comfort inside. And like al/ jarmans. its
handsome original model was "wear-tested"—
for comfort, period. So to enjoy maximum
footwear comfort in the weeks ahead, come in
right away and let us fit you in this cool and
correct Jarman "summerweight" style.
BAY FAMILY :Lil
Give Dad a Father's Day Gift
from his favorite Store!
YET F-1 soca, suit!
t NAT [ROBES? THAT TOO !SHIRTS? AND HOW ! TIES? Of COURSE 
AND LOTS MORE!
SLACKS?
Your Father's Day gift problem solved. We've a
vide wonderful collection and you can depend
on us for the kind of gift Dad desires.
Light weight hot-weather suits
in cords or poplins
Grisham's Kens Wear
"for men who dress wiih cars"
220 Main St. Fulton. Ey.
— FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Miss Basham,
Raymond Jones
To Wed In June
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Mrs. George B. Basham of
Hickman Rt. 2 announces the
engagement of her daughter,
Joan Elaine Basham, to Ray-
mond C. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wess Jones of Hickman
Rt. 4. The bride-elect's father
was the late George B. Basham.
Miss Basham is a 1966 gradu-
ate of Obion County Central
High School, where she was a
member of the Glee Club, the
Pep Club, Future Homemakers
of America, the a cappella chor-
us, and has been employed as
iecretary to Bill Stricklin.
She Is the granddaughter of
the late Mr, and Mrs. Herman
Basham and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Carter, all of Hick-
man.
Mr. Jones, now serving in the
U.S. Air Force in Amarillo.
Tex., was graduated from Ful-
ton County High School at Hick-
man.
His grandparents were the
late Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jones
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Wean
Jones of Hickman.
A wedding on June 12 in the
Poplar Gr-ve Baptist Church at
Hickman with the Rev. Vaster
Moreland of Mayfield officiat-
ing. is planned by the couple.
Subscribe To The News
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4-1/ Club Style Shute
FULTON, Ky., 
—South
Fulton girls captured top hon-
ors In the senior and Junior di-
visions of the 4-H Style Show
held in Union City.
Susan Burrow won Brat plan 
In the party divlsics and 
Patricta Holladay second place in the
best dress division in the sea.,
ior group.
In the Junior division — Cu'
men Gardiner won rust place
.n school dress division; Milts
Burrow was second and marlin
Hardy, Herd.
Jane Betty wan first place
winner th the skirt and blouse
division and Marilyn Hardy
second.
Bonita Burrow placed second
In the apron dlYMISIL _
NOTICE!
There Has Been A Change In Telephone Numbers Of
BUSHART CLINIC
ANb FULTON HOSPITAL
The New Numbers Are:
CLINIC — 472-2521
- HOSPITAL — 472-252; 472-2523; 472-2524
ORE
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EVERY AISLE
'SPEED QUEEN
Automatic Washers
$178"
 Wir
'grog/
15 CUBIC FOOT
hut Freezer
88
n CUBIC FOOT .... .$199.88
3 Piece Solid Oak Bedroom Suite$23888 Bert Construction
8,600 BTU
16,500 BTU
20,000 BTU
22,500 BTU
$17995
$23995
$259  95
$289  95
Installed and Serviced
by WADES
4•7 
LIIR CONDITION
INI COW
Cooierafor
ROOM AIR CONOITIONFRS
Terms
Easy 
WADE.'Free
Delivery Fri a/Mk C-
• ;"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
Phone
472-1501
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NOTHING BUT THE BEST
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
U. S. CHOICE
• BLADE CUT
• HAND PICKED
SPECIAL
CHUCK LE .
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS.
tiiiit:10?:6AST 43( ii6AIT ENGLISH CUT LB. 45c UAslikE ROAST LB. 53( UcS,HCHRIBIEl OAST
REELFTth ABACON 
—.79( SIRLOIN SIBK U. S. 1C31hcoki: Lb. y896 CHUCK S
TEAK 
Low Every Day Shelve Prices.
I B
REELFEOOT FRANKS La 59(
- 69c BAR-B-0 PORK -e1.25
PORK SAUSAGE 99( P-
CORN BEEF ROUND- 99( Hill I I GER Grade A Lb. 90
Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
Plus Low Low Prices
FROM OUR KITCHEN
HOME MADE PIES EACH 89( POUND CAKE
Choc. Oatmeal Cookies-59c BROWNIES
BANANA NUT BREAD LOAF 19( CUP CAKES
EAKEIINNERS EACH 39( skigliGEIRIES 5
MOCOEAT PIES , 6 FOR 89( BABY WIRTER 1.111fiusTAR.113,!,ABG
CREAM PIES 4 F°R $1.00FROZEN GREENS 6F0OCO BOOTH FROZEN
FRUIT PIES 4 FOR $1.00 BREADED SHRIMP
LBS.
LOAF
DOZEN
69(
19(
4 — 39(
WITH
COUPON
059C
59(
E. W. JAMES & SONS
South Fulton, Tennessee
5 L-r6 SUGAR 1$
O COUPON PER CUSTOMER)
With This Coupon and Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & 'Tobacco Products.
EXPIRES TUESDAY. JUNE '7
5 LBS.
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS
19( KciA#EiREiA81,H.GE JUICE "GA,— 69( 
SWIFT'S
 T, rtTi4 LIE,*
39( CREAMERY BUTTER - 73( ICE CREAM
89c OLEO 'n7LF ANDY 5 ,- $1.00 BISCUITS"`c"EA'Y
59( EGGS 2 DOZEN 69(MEDIUM
DEL MONTE
GRAPE
& ORANGE DRINK
Cl0030Bzi.gC46an I.
DEL MONTE
TOMATO CATSUP
5 '::tT; I.
LYKES
CAN BEEF STEW
300 Size
15 Oz. Can 3 F°R 89(
U.S. NO.1 NEW ALABAMA RED
GRAPEFRUIT 
WHITE
SEEDLESS
CUCUMBERS LARGE
EACH 10(
EACh 5(
FRESHEST
PRODUCE
IN TOWN
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
1/2 GALLON
1/2 GALLON
39(
59(
6 cANG 49c
FREE!
STEA4 
LESS
EL 
 
FOR K,00
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS
TOMATOES EXTRA F"Il'rE RIPENED
CANTALOUPES WESTERN',MOWN
15(
5 FOR $1.00
Operational Plans
Made For Hospital
FULTON, Ky., —Fulton
physicians have formulated
plans for the functioning of the
Water Valley Civil Defense mo-
bile disaster hospital, which Is
valued at $100,0130.
Dr. Glynn F. Bushart, Fulton
iospital, is the chief of staff
ind Dr. J. A. Poe, Jones Hos-
pital. is the assistant chief of
tart.
rhe hospital is stored at the
,er Valley Community Center
-ding. Fulton doctors and re-
'aced medical personnel have
completed the necessary period
of familiarization in the assemb-
ling and unassembling of the
component parts of the 200-bed
hospital.
3 Million Visited
Czechs In 1965
PRAGUE — The number of
tourists visiting Czechoslovakia
has increased more than a hun-
dredfold in the past 10 years.
The range is from about 35,003
in 1956 to 3,715,000 in 1965. About
20 per cent of last year's Czech
tourist traffic came from the
West, mostly from West Ger-
many.
FUN, FROLIC AISLE SONG ON THE BEACH is • standard pro-
cedure for Elvis Presley little Donna Butterworth (far right)
and bikini girls in Hal Willis' Technicolor production of "P•ra-
dist —Hawaiian Style," Now showing at the Fulton Theatr• for
7-BIG DAYS. Susanna Lsigh, James Shiget• and Marianna Nil!
also stars in this elaborately °reduced motion picture that was
filmed on location in the islands. E.,erything is real, including
all those lovely, lovely women.
Breathitt Raises
State's Interest
On Its Idle Funds
FRANKFORT — In a
half-million dcllar move, the
state Friday increased the in-
terest rate on its bank deposits
to an average of three per cent.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt, on
a Florida fishing trip, an-
nounced through Press Secre-
tary Don Mills that Kentucky
will immediately.
—Charge four per cent inter.
est on all its time deposits in
state banks. The previous rate
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
SIWitite 
DRIVE lh
• LI.11,•in ,U 1011•1 cm,
Fulton . Union City Highway
ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
THU* - FRI - SAT
JUNE 9. 10, 11
Glenn Ford
Henry Fonda
In
"THE ROUNDERS"
 
AND
Betsy Drake
Marshall Thompson
In
"CLARENCE THE
CROSS-EYED LION"
SUN - MON - TUES - WED
JUNE 12, 13, 14, IS
"THE CINCINNATI
KID"
—Starring—
Steve McQueen
"THE COLLECTOR"
—Slam:14r—
Terence Stainp
Samantha Eggar
471-1651 Open 5:4A
nil TON
was 3 per cent.
—Increase the amount ot funds
on time deposit from two-thirds
to three-fourths. The effect
would be to charge interest for
the first time on about $4.3 mil-
lion that was on demand de-
posit.
$51 Million Deposited
The state has about $51 million
in idle funds deposited in Ken-
tucky banks. The old three per
cent interest rate on time de-
posits assured it a net two per
cent return.
The move will leave the state
a reserve of about $13 million
In idle funds it can withdraw at
any time. These funds are on
demand and draw no interest.
"When I became governor,"
Breathitt said, "the state was
collecting only one-half per cent
on its money. Thus this increase
of interest will amount to a 500
per cent raise since this admin-'
istration took office."
The governor noted that, ear-
her this year, he suggested an
Increase to 4.25 per cent on two.
thirds of the state's idle funds.
"We found in a study of banks
across Kentucky that, in many
instances, this rate was higher
than banks paid their deposi-
tors. The effective rate would
have amounted to just 2.8 per
cent," he said.
"We intend to continue to re-
view this matter to assure our
getting a maximum return on
the state's money, consistent
with current interest rates and
good economic practices."
State Republican legislators
and the KentucLy Government
Council, a non-partisdn group.
'have long crusaded for a better
return on the state's idle funds.
The Kentucky Bankers Asso-
ciation in February opposed an
increase in the rate, saying it
would be difficult for small
banks to accept such deposits..
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Allan Wets and rosy lenence/”.... Sian Bess A.
1966 Thursday.
Other officers elected Friday
at the organization's convention
are Terry Ray Carpenter, Flem-
ing County, first vice president;
Donnie Shelman, Breckinridge
County, secretary; Billy richer,
Woodford County, treasurer;
Sherman Walker, Hick m a n
County, reporter, and Meredith
Johnson. Adairville, Sentinel.
Hick ttttttt Countian
Named Reporter
For State FFA
LOUISVILLE — Gene
Warren Jr., Henderson, has
succeeded John Howard Cont.
ver, Hiseville, as president of
the Kentucky Future Farmers
ol America. The FFA had
named warren Star Fanner of
For a boy's
appearance
Good grooming habits
may well start here, our
barbers impart a fine
feeling for ill
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State Is 'Oldest'
EAGLE GROVE, Iowa — Ac-
cording to studies by the Iowa
Commission on Aging, Iowa has
the largest percentage of elder-
ly persons in its population of
any state-12.4 per cent of the
residents of Iowa are 03 or older.
_ 
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
3,000 Convicts
In Research
WASHINGTON —The United.
States sponsors medical re-
search in about half of its 31
penitentiaries. This research In-
volves over 3,000 nkla • mar.
Fresh Caught Flals
Hush Puppies, Slew
Tarter Sauce
French Fetes
RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.
SHORT SLEEVE
o Huge Variety
SPORT Shirts
Great buys for dad — for any man! All white
dr•ss shirts in •osy-core nylon tricot ... top
styles in fin• fabric sport shirts. All Nuts,
SUMMER
PAJAMAS
Short sleeves
Knee or Ankle
1ENGTHS
- SIZES A-B-E-D
Neat patterns roomy corn
FATHER'S DAY is SUN.JUNE 19
Give him 
dress shirts 
or sport 
shirts — or 
some of
both — ond 
forget 
ironing! 
Lustrous w
hite dress
shirts with 
regular Wood 
or tab 
collar . 14 
to 17.
Sport shirts 
in wide 
slection of 
solids, 
patterns.
very tuft°
To Pie°s• • 
t f
-w
•
Chcialinarfeu: °turf of s7a-ortunein-
patt•rns, strip•s
d 
fedi-tied .
SHIRTS
14 1/2 M 17
PANTS
29 to 42
Permanent
chart°a 
I 
g" 
Pr." nutfils inGreif T r or statute
•opflight quality,
TOPS ANY GIFT LIST!
\ SCHICK
\ MAGNA 0 POWER
.\SHAVER
Exclusive surgical stainless
Steel cutting head... stays
sharp! Seclusive m.shable
head pops off so you can -iris*
away dirt, stubble, get ms1
Faclusirs Comfort Control Bar
adjusts to your !lace and neat
Say it with
ON FATHER'S DAY!
Opera Slippers
Buoyant foam sole and
h••1 for dad's comfort
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Romeo Slippers
Elasticized side gores, rich
brown capeskin uppers.
ulton, Ky
7:s*
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FOR SALE
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
heelchairs, crutches, walkers,
c. are for rent or for sale at
IDE DRUG — 479-2262. ,
REDUCE!
ith SlenderX in tablet or chewing
m form Now available at
THSIDE DRUG
FOR SALE 137 more dairy and allpurpose farm fenced, ample build-ings. Also 76 acres nearby. Possi-bility of immediate possession,
Other farms of few acres and up.Robert Goolsby, Real Estate,
Phone 235.23(12, Greenfield, Tenn,
FOR SALE - 1961 Chevrolet V R
BeLiir, good condition hill 'inane':I. 479-2203
I TIRES f
Loads of 'gm! For the tire SrSay You Saw It In 
.# yi,a„ag want, ask Ken to
THE SHOPPER ..k. a deal at caao.
— _
BARGAINS OF THE WEEK! •
• PONI 1.1141/114, 4 d n.tr hardtop alto 11,, Cr steering. Dimbrakes and new white stied tires Dikes like a new cargoing for only S995.00
' 61 CHEVROLET 4 door station wagon This one is a 9 passengi rNomad with power 'leering Dower brakes, V8 283 mokor Solid
' white with red interior Also has new white wall tires This one
Priced at Only 1995.00
•SEE TILL ADAMS or Bob GLISSON
FULTON CAR MART. Fulton. Ky
BELA1R 2-doer, I-owner;
air conditioning
PLYMOUTH 4 • door
Belvieder•
FALCON Ford VS.
FALCON, 4-doer st•tien
wagon with luggage carrier
en 559
FORD 4-deer; autemetk
PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nic•
CHEVROLET 4-door station
wagon
CORVAIR; prisimatic, clean,
I owner
FORD station waren
GALAXIE V-S; Autpwatic
STUDEBAKER, OD St. Or.
CHEV impala 4-dr; VA,
riartens•tic
CHEV wagon, 4-deer
PLYMOUTH 4-door station
410414611
THUNDERBIRD
CHEV. lecyl automatic
FORD truck, 6.cyl;
condition
DODGE Van
GMC 34-ton; hydraulic II
all r•411,
FORD Oalsai• convertible,
390, cruisematic; dark blue
FORD Falcon convertible;
automatic; still in warrenty
(2) FORDS 4-door; eittr•
nice!
GALAX,' hardtop, black,
red interior • 390 - 3 speed
FORD 4-door hardtop, I;
power steering; I own',
FAIRLANE SOO 4-door se-
dan; I; straight evilt; ww.
ownor
FAIRLANE SOO 2-door hard-
top VS; straight shift; act.,
deer
CHEVROLET Bid Air Sedan
CHEVROLET 6; straight
shift; Turquoise; extra nice
FORD 3-soot wagon, •xtra
clean, 8, cruisomatic, power
FAIRLANE 500 VI; straight
shift, a I-owner local car
Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
CHEV IMPALA hardtop 4-
door; extra clean
Ford pickup, li-cyl.
CHEV BELAIR soden, nits
clean, 6-cyl; on.. owner
CHEVROLET Belair sedan;
extra nice
FORD pickups, 121
131 FORDS plckups
2 • "S's", 1 • "6"
Mayfield Highway
ulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Storks,
hi a hurry? Too busy to make
a dessert for your family? Theo
let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mrs. Johnson
makes delicious home-made pies to
order. Just call her at 419-2183 and
your cooking's done!
!
Attention All Ye Bargain Soak-
•,ril
Old Bill has a sharp 65 Olds
Delta 88 2 door hardtop that
would really make a great buy
Its equipped with air condition-
ing, power brakes and power
stcerieg, and brand new tires.
A top notch buy.
at Hon-Tenn Auto Sales ,
..............."
63 CHEVROLET truck;
wheel bath, wed* hod, Vt.
Kr Remote; sold new in Ful-
ton; sids chrome melding
hoe-tone paint.
61 CHEVELLE Malibu Super-
Spirt; whit* with black
bucket seats; 351 hp; 4-
weed; low mileage. One
owner, Ky license; sold new
in Fulton.
65 CHEVELLE 4-de sedan VS;
pow•eglide; one owner in
Fallon; Tenn license; sold
new in Fulton.
64 CHEVROLET Impala con-
vertible; white wilts bkee
vinyl inside; VS; power-
glide; power steering; erre
owner; Ky license; sold new
In Fulton.
64 CHEVROLET Betake with
power stowing and brakes;
air-csevelltioned. Wed A white
outside wilts matching
teethe; Ky license; • nice
cool car for summer!
64 CHEVY if Nova 4-dr sedan
6-cyl, poweellide, one own-
er, Ky license; sold new in
Puttees.
64 CHEVELLE Malibu super.
sport 4-sped, red as an se-
pia outside; black bucket
seats inside; 4411 owner;
sold new in Fulton.
63 CORVAIR 4,1r powerglide;
Ky news'.
63 CHEVY It Neva station
wagon; white; one owner,
low mileage, local Fulton
car. Pewerglide. A Sharp
c•rf
62 CHEVROLET fthlair 4-dr se-
dan, VS, straight shift,
white, red inside, Ky. car.
62 CHEVROLET Delete 6.cyl
straight drive 4-dr sedan:
white; blue inside, Ky car.
43 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT;
4-wheel drive, locking freM
hubs, removable hard top.
Ky license, one owner; un-
der 20,000 miles.
62 CHEVY II Nova station
wagon, 6-cyl, posverglide,
local car; Ky licensee.
61 CHEVROLET estate 4..dr
sedan; ii•cyl, straight shift;
beige color.
69 CHEVROLET Impala 4-dr
sedan, Red A white outside;
matching interior; VS; Pew-
"monde.
—Other med.); not listed—
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton •
Main office 472-2466
Ellis Ithathcolt — Aubroy Tay-
lor — Larry Sethy — Glenn
Faulkner; Dwain and Dan Tay-
lor
 itissidicirwsnellSO1116
SERVrES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
Mitt? do alterations? fix bicycles?
babysit? Make that spending ••
ey — use Shopper classifieds!
FAUN! TV AND
ELECTRIC SERVICE,
Watch the CLASSIFIEDS
Cushion Floor UM a sq. yd.
Dixie Gas Range $76
Bar stools $T a piece
Deluxe Frost Clear Gibson
Rettig S159.95
Deluxe Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
DeLuxe Frost Close Gibson
Refrigerator $199.95
SPECIAL!
ELECTRIC GUITARS
AMPLIFIERS
STRINGS
Cecil's Garage
Specializes In
* ALIGNMENT
*BRAKE WORK
Cecil will be happy to check the alignment of
your car — FREE!
Next door to Trims & Menses Sat. Sta. Lake St.
The days of giving Dad a
celluloid collar or a conserv-
ative tie for Father's Day
are long gone.
The modern-clay father is
a man of action . and his
tastes are anything but con-
servative.
Take a look at the offer-
ings for Father's Day gifts
this year. A major item is
the Henley-collared shirt of
plush cotton velour in col-
testate colors late ivy, cran-
berry, and reef.
Even belts are turning up
in the Henley manner . . .
made of cotton fabrics piped
in white. Tie tacks and cuff
links flourish sporty trims
of cotton foulard prints, and
fitted travel kits feature
handsome corduroy paisley
coverings.
For Dada leisure-hour ac-
tivities, gift items range
from action-styled boating
jackets in bold cotton
madras to surfer swim
trunks with contrast waist-
bands.
ACTION 
-STYLED—Instead
of croquet, the modern dad
is more apt to spend his
leisure hours scuba-diving
or boating. Typical of this
year's Father's Day gifts: an
action-styled jacket of cot-
ton madras with zip-in hood.
It's teamed with aurf-style
cotton twill trunks. Both by
Puritan Sportswear,
DAD'S CHOICE—The Hen-
ley-styled shirt with contrast
piping at neckline and
sleeves is tops in popularity
for summer '66. In machine-
washable cotton velour, this
short-sleeved pullover la
equally stylish with Mini
trunks or slacks. By Puritan
Sportswear.
FOR DAD'S DAV GIFTS—The ultra-conservative look
in men's accessories is out. Now the trend is to stylish
fabric-covered items like these foulard-printed cotton
belts. They're available with matching tie tacks, cuff
links, and watchbands. By Hickok.
by W. W Bouor,
Consultant, National Dairy Council
THE PURITY OF
Who ver heard of bootleg
This w s a common term in
public he 1th circles some 35 or
40 years go when I was a young
public health official in my native
state of Wisconsin, which labels
itself on auto license plates as
Americas Dairyland As such it
was a battle-ground fcz. the early
struggles through which the put
rity and safety of milk, and the
good taste which now identifies
it as a favorite food, were
achieved.
Real Battles
These were real battles, too.
When the State officials arrived
at farms to perform the required
tuberculin tests on cattle, they
were often met by hostility. Pro-
fessional agitators stirred up op-
position to tubercolin testing in
rural areas, and to pasteurization
in the cities.
Opposition to measures for im-
proving the quality of milk. and
Ito safety, were centered also on
the consumer The same agitators
who endeavored to mislead the
farmer, tried to persuade the
users of dairy products that pas-
teurization impaired the nutri-
tional quality of milk.
But dairy leaders, supported
by public officials, insisted upon
clean farms and healthy cattle.
Many dairies provided their own
inspections to insure such con-
ditions Pasteurization was often
instituted by dairy processors
without legislative requirement.
There was never any validity
to the argument that pasteuriza-
tion impaired the nutritional val-
ue of milk. The only constituent
affected is vitamin C, which is
not abundant even in raw milk
On the other hand, the only epi-
demics traced to milk for many
years were due to unpasteurized
milk, or inadequately pasteurized
milk.
1411k Depots
During the hectic early days,
when a city began requiring pas-
teurization of milk sold within
its borders, milk depots selling
the unpasteurized product sprang
up beyond the city limits, and
were patronized by considerable
numbers of skeptical citizens —
for a while. And that's the origin
of the term "bootleg milk", since
much of it happened during the
prohibition era following World
War I.
Today, we are blessed with
sweet pasteurized milk from
clean, healthy, tuberculin tested
cattle, bottled and cooled for our
good and safe nutrition.
"H I timid just be sure Herbert wouldn't feel funny
around me afterward."
"TRE EflI1C0.11117.416 Oil-. MAW?
PAINTED W64fTE TO CONCEAL WE
FIRE MARKS ON IRE ‘NpLLS, AFTER
IRE EIRM514 FIRED IT tH 181+
FROM S To 10 YEARS OLD!
GENERALLY, A TREE e FUT
"I see, Argyle, you're still spelling kite with a 'y'." 1,41.. Is ABOUT 5 Won OLD!
jul
NO! THIS COLD SIOERRAI
SEAPORT IS AgouT AS
FAR.SZa& AS -ME FRENCH
Fulton, Ky. June 9, 1966
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WE
GIVE
WE
GIVE
WE
GIVE
515 WE
GIVE
110 11Now $1
WINNER LAST WEEKGPITCOULD BE YOURS!
?nixie& teed. Vuutoutay June 9 tivtoucAt Sat. June 11th
stm:D.F.'7, WE CASH PA/F?!LctEv $1.sFE2 %F FREE PARK I N G rFrer q hed s s,n'4`03LL
U. S. Gov't
Inspected
Cyju Steaks 10 2oz $1.00
Franks.. 12 oz. pkg. 49c
Salt Meat lb. 29c
Hamburgers' ligsl
Jack Snrat 7 or. cans
TUNA  4 for $1.00
Allen's Chicken 28 oz. Cans
rr, DUMPLINGS_ . 3 for $1.00
Hunt's Finest 20 oz. Bottles
w
CATSUP . 4 for $1.00
7 or. Pkg.
SPAG._ . red cross 10c
Easy Monday
BLEACH s Qt. 19c
SLICED
Jowl Bacon 21b.pkg $1.00
CHUNK STYLE
Bologna lb. 39c
Bar-B -Clue chickens lb. 69c
Cut Up Lb.  33c Whole
Split - Broilers lb. _ 35c 2
Stewing Chicken lb. 35c LB.
• OOOOO •
LEGS-THIGHS Le Sr
WINGS LS. 
BACKS g L.  .19.
GIZZARDS La .:39'
LIVERS LIL 19'
Folgers
Lb. Can With $5.00
Purchase Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos
PRUNE JUICE Qt. 39c
Colonial ,7inest
SUGAR 10 lb. bag 99c
Plymouth Whole Bean
COFFEE lb. 65c
1avor Kist
CRACKERS lb. 31c
5 Lb. Box
FISHSTICKS .. $1.19
Johnsons — SAVE 20c Good Hope
Pledge O 7oz. can 69c Tea Bags 100 count 69c Strawberries
Johnson's — SAVE 30c Blue Jean 
Swiss Miss
Hunts Finest
PEACHES.
Qt. Jar -
LIMB. DILLS
Hot Rise Lily White
29 oz. cans
4 for $1.00
 
 39c
FLOUR 25 lb.
AJAX. _giant
Liquid Detergent
TIIRIFTY_ _
bag $1.89
size 69c
at. 4k
U. S. No. 1 Reds
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos
Pride June
PEAS 2 -
Aliens Pork
BEANS 10
3- 16 oz. cans
MILK
Sunset Potatoes .
CHIPS _ _
Sunset Gold
BISCUITS
16 oz. cans 29c
- 15 oz. cans $1.00
Miss Dixie 41c
(Reg. 59c) 49c
6 - 8 oz. cans 49c
50 Free Extra S&H Green Stamps With Broom Good 
Hope Frosty Acr
e
Brooms . . . $1.19 Tea . . . . lb. box 89c3 Pot Pies 5-8oz Pies $1.004 - 10 oz. Pkgs.Frosty Acre
 
 $1.00
3 - 20 oz. Pies
Glo-Coat Wax 27oz. can 69c Oleo... . ...5 lb. Cris $1.00 Fruit Pies ...... $1.00
AMERICAN
EXPRESS
Money
Orders
SOLO HERE
Western Sweet
Cantaloupes 3 for
Quality Produce
Watermelons 99.Ice Cold
Quality Produce
COME Yt9a. Cke "AT YOUR FRIENDLY
PIGGLYINIGGLY
Acres of F-R-E-E
Parkina
•-.• 0.
Store Hours Mon. Thru
Prices In This Ad Wed. Always S & H Double Thurs. 8_8 Fri. & Sat. 8-9
Good ihru Sat. June t 1 Stamp Day Sunday 9 -7
"—""likaimesesao•'
'14
Open All Day Sunday
Come Shop Relax... S A V E.
